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This review describes the developments in barley and malt analysis since 1960, the suitability of
analyses commonly used at present, and changes which are likely to occur in future. The review is

not restricted to analyses suitable for brewers and distillers but also discusses methods used in the
control of malting and in the selection of barley for malting.
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Introduction

Methods for analysing barley and malt were included in the

review by Hudson entitled Development of Brewing Analysis

published in I960.191 Many new methods have been proposed

since then, more experience has been obtained with some

methods which were relatively new in 1960, and several of the

older methods have been modified to a greater or lesser degree.

This paper describes the current state of malt and barley

analysis, and reviews developments since 1960.

The three main collections of standard or recommended

methods currently in use arc:

(1) Institute of Brewing Analysis Committee, Recommended

Methods of Analysis.1"1'8

(2) European Brewery Convention, Analytica—EBC.108

(3) Methods of Analysis of the American Society of Brewing

Chemists.'

Recommended methods of malt analysis of the Institute of

Brewing (IoB) have been revised at intervals since 1906. The

methods included are those which have been collaboratively

tested, or are in general use and considered by the Committee

to be acceptable. The Analysis Committee has a revised

version of the Recommended Methods of Analysis available

for changeover to the metric system in 1977.

The Analysis Committee of the European Brewery Con

vention (EBC) dates from 1948, and has representatives from

each of the countries in the Convention. Methods which arc

considered as being most significant have, after collaborative

testing, been recommended for routine and commercial

analysis of barley and malt. The methods recommended are in

general those most appropriate for malts used in traditional

lager brewing.

The methods of analysis published by the American Society

of Brewing Chemists (ASBC) are very similar to the EBC

recommended methods. In both the ASBC and EBC systems

the results are calculated on a weight/weight basis whilst the

IoB system is based on weight/volume. The development ofthe

British system of malt analysis in relation to Continental and

North American systems has been summarized by Walker,350

and comparisons of the systems are made throughout this

review.

There has been little change in these methods of malt

analysis since they were first published and there is good

agreement within the Industry that the methods recommended

by all three organizations have a useful role in commercial

transactions between maltsters and brewers. Provided that the

instructions given in the recommended procedures are strictly

adhered to, then these methods are satisfactory for the purpose

of placing malts in order of merit, e.g. with regard to extract

values. They have also provided the brewer with the means to

check that the maltster has met a prescribed specification.

However, the recommended methods were not devised to

predict the brewing performance of a malt, and brewers,

naturally, want analyses suitable for this purpose.

Brewers are not the only group seeking more satisfactory

malt and barley analyses. In fact, analyses arc required by

three different groups of people—the users of malt, the pro

ducers of malt, and the producers of barley for malting—and

many of the analytical methods arc not suitable or not required

for all three groups. For instance, a brewer does not need to

know to what extent the properties of the barley had to be

changed during malting nor does a barley breeder usually need

to know how beer flavour or head retention is related to malt

analysis. All three groups arc interested in the same type

of analysis for some features of the malt but use different

methods because of the amount of sample available, or the

number of samples to be analysed. Also, of course, for com

mercial transactions a greater degree of accuracy and repro-

ducibility is sometimes required than for some other purposes.

After a brief discussion of the necessity for correct sampling

procedures and the reproducibility of analyses, the various

analytical methods are discussed individually, and the useful

ness of some of the most important is then considered.

Sampling

Itis well knownthat bulk samples of malt arenot homogene

ous and that extreme care must be taken to obtain a truly

representative sample of the bulk material. The procedures

currently recommended by the IoB for sampling grain arc

carried out according to the British Standard 4510:1969, and

the EBC Analytica methods are very similar. The methods

adopted by the ASBC are based on the general recommenda

tions of the United States Department of Agriculture.3" Both

the EBC and the IoB stipulate that at least 10% of sacks con

taining grain should be sampled, the sacks being chosen from

different parts of the consignment. With more than 100 sacks

the number to be sampled is the square root of the number of

sacks. However, the ASBC recommend sampling not less than

2% ofthe sacks. Spears must be used for sampling grain stored

in silos or bins and several sub-samples should be taken at

different depths and in different areas of the container. It is

preferable to use automatic sampling devices for grain moving

on conveyor systems. Samples taken manually should be taken

at suitable equally-spaced intervals to minimize errors result

ing from the segregation in size which occurs when grain is

being moved. The sub-samples are mixed in a dry vessel and

the bulk is re-sampled using a sample divider. The sample

must be immediately transferred to a clean dry air-tight con

tainer until required for analysis. Before an analysis is carried

out, foreign particles such as stones, wood, string, and other

non-malt material except foreign seeds and dust particles,

must be removed, but their presence reported. Sample portions

for each estimation in the laboratory should be taken using a

sample divider, but unfortunately many laboratories tend to

omit this important operation. In the 1977 edition of the IoB

Recommended Methods,"0 the procedures for sampling grain

arc based on the recommendations of the Home Grown

Cereals Authority. Even more attention has been paid to the

details of sampling, and provision has been made for sampling

from wagons and lorries.

Reproducibility of Analyses

The limitations of the analytical methods are often not fully

appreciated. In all methods of analysis there is a certain varia

tion in the results obtained due to slight differences in the
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samples or equipment used, or in the exact way in which the

analyst performs the method. These variations are known as

errors but, in this context, error does not imply that a mistake

has been made. Obviously, variations should be least when all

the analyses are done by one analyst using a particular set of

equipment and reagents. The errors will be greater within a

laboratory when more than one analyst makes the measure

ments, and errors are usually even greater when results from

different laboratories are compared. The smaller the total error

in a method, the more reproducible is the analysis.

Most of the malt analyses of commercial importance are

done by many analysts working in different places and it is

necessary to know what variation in results should be expected,

so that if any particular analyst regularly obtains results which

are out of line corrective action can be taken. The Analysis

Committees of the EBC and loB have both now adopted the

Youden statistical evaluation procedure to test the suitability

of an analytical method for use by different analysts.183-"6

When it is established that the method is suitable, it is possible

to use the Youden approach to detect those analysts obtaining

abnormal results and they can then alter their analytical pro

cedures to obtain results in closer agreement with the average

value, or at least be aware that their results tend to be ab

normal. It must be observed, however, that very few malting

or brewing analyses have been examined by the Youden pro

cedure as yet.

But even when a method is shown to be suitable for collab

orative use the results obtained will contain errors and repeat

analyses will usually not give exactly the same result. It is

accepted practice to express this variation as the standard

deviation. Confusion exists about the use of the word 'pre

cision' to refer to the reliability of a method, since the word is

used with the opposite of its meaning in normal speech and the

greater the value of the 'precision', the greater the error in the

method. In connection with their recommended methods, the

IoB have chosen to define precision as twice the standard

deviation, but this refers only to a standard deviation calcu

lated from determinations made in a single laboratory. The

'precision' is often much greater (i.e. the analytical method

seems less reproducible) when results from different laborator

ies are used since more errors are introduced. This is clearly

shown in the published results of a collaborative malt analy

sis."0 Although it is not shown in the paper how the precision

was calculated, for the collaborative results the definition used

by Youden376 was employed and not the definition adopted by

the IoB Analysis Committee. To avoid confusion it would be

preferable not to use the term 'precision' but refer only to

standard deviations.

Many maltsters and brewers do not fully understand how

much variation can occur, even in the most carefully conducted

analyses, so that quite often specifications arc set within un-

realistically small limits."0

Barley Analysis

Moisture.—Methods of measuring moisture content are not

entirely satisfactory because the definition of zero water con

tent has to be arbitrary since it is not possible to distinguish

clearly between water which forms part of the grain structure

and water which is simply wetting the grain.

The ASBC recommend two methods for determining the

moisture content of barley. Ground samples are either dried to

a constant weight in a vacuum oven at 95 to IOO°C at a pres

sure not to exceed 132 m bars, or dried in a hot air oven for

2 h at 135°C. The IoB and EBC recommend drying for 3 h in a

hot air oven at 1O3-IO6°C and IO5-IO7°C respectively. In the

EBC procedure for checking ovens, the oven temperature is

adjusted until the loss of water from pure copper sulphate falls

within set limits. In the 1977 edition of Recommended

Methods, the IoB standardize the oven temperature by taking

the lowest temperature below 106°C which will give <0-l %

difference in moisture values of barley dried for 3 and 4h.

It is not necessary to know the 'true' water content accur

ately. The requirement is fora reproducible method, the results

of which relate to the commercial value of the sample and

indicate how it should be treated. The recommended methods

have been found satisfactory by maltsters and brewers for

commercial transactions.

The recommended methods are time-consuming and for

many purposes a less reliable but more rapid method is

adequate. Various methods arc used, some of which take

only a few minutes and do not require prior grinding of

the barley.91'110"31''31'-350-*10'"8 Several of the methods use

apparatus which responds to the dielectric properties of the

barley, others involve measuring the absorption of infra-red

light at various wave lengths or determine the weight of

water lost under an infra-red lamp. Ground barley can be

dried by infra-red heating without using equipment specially

designed for grain analysis303 and approximate moisture

contents can be obtained more rapidly if ordinary analytical

ovens are used at higher temperatures. However, such results

should not be used in inter-laboratory comparisons.

Nitrogen.—The estimation of total nitrogen is important in

judging the malting quality of barley. The loB, EBC and

ASBC all recommend macro-Kjeldahl procedures but there is

some variation in choice of catalyst. The ASBC recommend

the use of a catalyst containing mercury. Until recently both

the ToB and EBC recommended a selenium-copper sulphate

catalyst, but now recommend the much less toxic and cheaper

catalyst titanium dioxide-copper sulphate, which has been

found equally effective,1'0'361-371 though a slightly longer time is

required to clear the digestion solution.

Automated colorimetric128'*50 and elcctromctric60 systems

have been described for estimating the ammonium ion content

of the acid digest solution. The results arc as accurate as the

standard distillation procedures.

There is a need for reliable rapid measurements of nitrogen

for receiving barley deliveries or assigning samples of similar

nitrogen content to storage bins or silos. The measurements

can be made using procedures similar to (he Recommended

Methods.115 Alternatively, when barley is heated with alkali,

part of the nitrogen is converted to ammonia, and under

suitably standardized conditions a constant percentage yield

is obtained so that the protein content can be estimated. Good

agreement has been found between this method and the

Kjeldahl method for barley samples of different origins and

varieties.225 The earlier procedures using 50% wt/vol alkali33'-3*8

have been replaced by an even more rapid (15 min) analysis

using 10% wt/vol NaOH.307

Several authors159-181-104'338 have suggested simple colori-

mctric analyses for estimating the nitrogen content of grain.

The protein content of barley can be determined by measuring

the turbidity, at 540 nm, formed when sulphosalicylic acid is

added to a dilute alkaline extract of barley, and a good correla

tion with the Kjeldahl procedure is reported102-178 although this

is disputed.155

Instruments for estimating protein in malt and barley, using

a dye binding technique, have been available for some time.

Several authors have reported on the use of the

Promoter,151-2"-385-3'8 the Udy analyser111-131-231 and the

German VfG equipment.830-205 In general it is found that,

under strictly controlled laboratory conditions, rapid and

accurate results can be obtained which agree quite closely

with the results obtained by other methods.

Infra-red reflectance instruments have been developed for

measuring the amount of protein, moisture and oil by analys

ing the reflectance characteristics of the sample. These

analyses can be accomplished very rapidly. Built-in computers

are now available and the results can be displayed on a digital

readout. Obviously these instruments arc very expensive, but

they are of use when very large numbers of samples have to be

analysed in a short time, e.g. during the harvesting season.

Abrasion.—Since the process of abrasion is now widely used

in malting, and accidental abrasion during harvesting and
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transport of barley can also affect malting performance, tests

have been developed to determine the extent and location of

abrasion. The most reliable test for abrasion near the distal

end is a biological test which involves inserting only this end of

the grain into a layer of vermiculite soaked in gibbercllic acid

solution so that grains which are abraded modify, but un-

abraded ones do not.2" This test, is, however, time-consuming,

and more rapid chemical tests have been devised to stain with

iodine the sites where abrasion has occurred.58''4-1"'31"' These

tests arc routinely used in commercial maltings to check that

the abrasion process is working properly and to adjust the

abrading machines when necessary.

There is at present no simple way to analyse malt to see if

it was made from abraded barley, although it is sometimes

possible to infer that abraded barley was used from the

pattern of modification in individual grains. In theory it should

be possible to devise tests which show if physical modification

has occurred from both ends, e.g. penetration of coloured

dyes,"2 or if enzymes have been developed at both ends of the

grain e.g. by examining longitudinally-sectioned half-corns."0

Pre-gennination.—Pre-germinated barley can cause difficul

ties with unequal germination velocities and decreased

germinative capacities.7 Pre-gcrmination can sometimes be

detected by visual inspection, made easier by staining with

copper sulphate.' Other analyses depend on measuring the

a-amylase activity in the ground barley.M.1M.aM In general no

special tests are done for pre-germination, and barley samples

containing too high a proportion of pre-germinated grains

would be discarded on the results of germination tests. Easily

visible prc-gcrmination is, of course, taken into account in

barley evaluation.121

Germinative Properties.—The concepts of gcrminative

capacity, germinative energy, dormancy and water sensitivity

were mentioned in the review by Hudson. There are still no

perfectly reliable tests for measuring these properties 83'2a° and

the tests which agree most closely with commercial results

depend on which malting process is used. Both EBC-Analytica

and IoB Recommended Methods include alternative germina-

tive energy tests and quote two tests for gcrminative capacity,

one involving staining the living grain with a tetrazolium salt,

the other measuring the number of corns which germinate in

the presenccofhydrogen peroxide. A simple test which involves

subjecting corns in a test tube at 60°F to the sequence 8 hour

steep, 16 hour air rest, 8 hour steep, followed by germination,

has been found useful in selecting which barleys are suitable to

malt early in the season.*36 The water sensitivity test measuring

the difference in the number of corns germinating on filter

papers soaked with 4 and 8 ml of water is used to control the

steeping programme.238 Other steeping schedules have been

recommended, as being more comparable to other industrial

procedures, with the grains steeped in a funnel from which the

water can be rapidly drained, rather than a test tube."3

Germinative energy, water sensitivity, and dormancy can all

be measured with this apparatus. Tests suitable for studying

the germinative properties of up to 400 barley samples have

been described,121 as has equipment for automatic control of

the steeping programme.88

It has been reported that the gcrminative capacity test which

uses H2O: to stimulate growth of the corns is improved by

reducing the concentration of hydrogen peroxide to 037%.

This eliminates the need to dehusk the grains, and shortens the

analysis time.131'158

Grain Size.—Barley samples containing mixtures of large

and small corns do not germinate evenly and the resultant malt

may not mill satisfactorily. Moreover, the size of the barley

grains is important even when uniform samples are used.

Larger grains give higher extracts, when properly modified, the

proportion of grains retained on a 2-8 mm grid being particu

larly important.111'"1-300 On the other hand short or medium

length barleys tend to be more round and less likely to give

hard ends'1 or high fine-coarse extract differences. The

decrease in extract associated with a high nitrogen content of

the barley is (ess when the grains arc larger.1" The size is

affected by the moisture content and a correction factor

should be used to allow for this.181

Size, and uniformity of size, is also important when the

barley is abraded since larger grains are abraded more easily,381

and it has been found that small grains can also decrease the

efficiency of abrasion of large grains in a mixed sample.

Grain size, or a 'plumpness score' derived from it, is one of

the most important features in some of the major programmes

for breeding and selecting barley varieties for malting.10-1*'"1'300

However, whilst grain size is very important to maltsters, from

the brewer's point of view there is no special merit in using

plump grains provided the variety gives a good extract, and

small grained varieties such as Proctor are still in great

demand.

Husk Content.—Coarsely husked varieties may cause

harsher tastes and darker colours in beers1"'200 although this is

apparently not always the case.142 The effect on taste and

colour is probably unimportant in ales, and may only be

noticeable in some lightly coloured lagers made by a decoction

process. Fineness and amount of husk are taken into account

in some special analyses designed to select varieties suitable

for malting"1'80*'100 but are not considered in most barley

analyses. The husk content is considered indirectly, of course,

since an increase in the amount of husk decreases the amount

of potential extract.

Rate and extent of water uptake.—The analyses of water

uptake have two different functions—either to allow a

maltster to select barleys suitable for a relatively inflexible

programme of steeping or germination, or to allow selection

of a programme which will produce the desired moisture

content.

It is known that a certain minimal amount of water (approx.

35%) is necessary in the grain for germination to begin, so that

barleys which take a long time to attain this level will take

longer to produce good malt and will malt badly in conditions

standardized for more normal barleys. However, experience

has shown that barley samples differ with respect to the effect

of moisture contents above 35% so that it is not possible to

stipulate an optimum water content suitable for all samples.

Moreover, the optimal moisture content depends on the malt

ing technique used. This introduces some limitations to the

usefulness of the tests but nevertheless they are very widely

and successfully used.

It is unfortunate that some of the more important tests arc

badly named. Moreover sometimes the name of a closely

defined test (e.g. the swelling capacity test) has been used to

report results obtained with analytical procedures quite unlike

those stipulated for the test.

The steeping index (Weichzahl), introduced by Chapon,

indicates the extent to which water can penetrate throughout

the grain in a defined time. This is measured by soaking the

corns for 48 h at 22°C, and then placing them in boiling water

for 30 sec to gelatinize the starch which has become sufficiently

moist. Then the corns are cut in half and the extent of gelatin-

ization is measured in each grain, so the homogeneity of the

sample is determined as well as the rate at which water pene

trates. The time and temperature of steeping must be accur

ately controlled." This steeping index appears to vary with the

growth conditions123 but it correlates with commercial ranking

of malts124 produced from the barleys.

The swelling capacity (Quellvermogen) test involves using a

defined sequence of wet and dry steeps lasting 72 hours at

16°C. The results are expressed as percentage of water in the

final wet weight of steeped barley, and are calculated from the

known moisture content of the original barley and the weight

after steeping.143-151 The water uptake on the third day is said

to be very important since it reflects differences in the proper

ties of the corn3" but this figure, although measured, is given

no special emphasis in the swelling capacity recorded.

The swelling capacity test is reported to correlate well with

the Hartong evaluation number (see later) of the malt
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produced from the barley la-ut.iw.«i.i»s anc] (O be or value in

selecting barley for malting'3-"9-8"-801 or in selecting a suitable

steeping programme.111

It has been emphasized that the Quellvcrmogcn test is a

defined analytical procedure and does not correspond with

measurements of the steeping index, the rate of water uptake

or the capacity to take up water.148

Several reports concern the rate of water uptake to a definite

moisture content such as 43 %"• or 30-35 %.2M The correlation

between the time to reach moisture contents of about 43% and

modification is not very close, but in general barleys which

take up water relatively quickly give better malts.73-03-207-580-2'"

Some maltsters measure the time to reach lower moisture

contents and use the analysis to maintain the quality of the

malt by varying the steeping conditions,236 rather than to judge

the quality of the barley. A method has been described for

calculating the time required to reach a defined water content

at any steeping temperature, knowing the time required at one

particular temperature. This relationship was worked out in

order to help maltsters select steeping temperatures2" but, if it

holds, it means that barley moisture uptake rates can be com

pared by using laboratory tests at elevated temperatures thus

shortening the time required. In some analyses the moisture

content is measured after steeping for 48 h.300 It is claimed that

the same moisture content is obtained in 5 h at 50°C as in 48 h

at 22°C so that results can be obtained much more quickly."5

But moisture content at 48 h does not correlate well with malt

quality and the analysis is of little use.

A system for measuring the rate of water uptake of a large

number of samples of barley"1 is used in a barley breeding

selection programme.

ft-Glucan and fi-Glucanase

Measurement of the/3-glucan in barley is of great interest to

those concerned with breeding and selecting barleys for malt

ing. Most brewers who use barley as an adjunct do not meas

ure thejS-glucan content, but ensure that they treat the barley

before or during mashing in such a way that major problems

are avoided. However, some brewers who use barley as an

adjunct do measure the /3-glucan content.

As discussed later in relation to malt analysis, the types and

amount of/3-glucan extracted from the grain depend very much

on the procedures used. None of the methods used to measure

/3-glucan in barley measure the polymer as it exists in its native

state and most do not extract all the /3-glucan. Nevertheless,

determination of the relative amounts of /3-glucan obtained

from different barley samples, in any of the assays used,

probably places the samples in the order which would be

obtained if total /3-glucan content were measured.

One method involves measuring the viscosity at 20°C of

solutions made by extracting ground barley in buffer at pH I -5

for 4 h at 40°C.134 The measurement is not strictly related to

/3-glucan content but it is assumed that a higher viscosity
reflects the presence of more largc-molecular-wcight /3-glucan.

In another method, ground barley is extracted with a-amylase

and papain for 35 min at 50°C, enzymes are inactivated,

protein is precipitated by the addition of trichloracetic acid

and the viscosity is measured at 25°C." Making certain

assumptions about the relationship of the measured viscosity

to the /3-glucan content, the latter can be obtained from

calibration curves. In a third method the enzymes in ground

barley arc inactivated with 80% ethanol and the /3-glucan is

extracted with water at 40DC. The total amount of a- and

/3-glucan is measured by hydrolysing these polymers with acid
and measuring the resultant glucose with glucose oxidasc. The

%-glucan is similarly measured after hydrolysis with amylo-

glucosidase free from /3-glucanase activity. The /3-glucan

concentration is obtained by difference.112 Compounds such as

sucrose give glucose on acid hydrolysis, but not in the enzymic

hydrolysis, and will give high results for /3-glucan.

In a method currently being developed ground barley is

extracted at IOO°C with hydrazine hydrate containing hydra-

zine sulphate.1121' This dissolves all the /3-glucan and starch.

During dialysis to remove the hydrazine small molecules such

as sucrose are removed. The /3-glucan content of the residual

solution is measured by difference between the total glucan

content and the a-glucan content as above.

Other methods used have included precipitating /3-glucan

from an extract, but this is too difficult and time-consuming to

use as a routine assay suitable for use in barley breeding. Some

plant breeders assess the /3-glucan of barley varieties by

measuring the viscosity of worts made after a standard malting

and mashing programme.301

The cytolytic activity developed by barley is reported to

correlate with malting quality in most, but not all, cases.34

Some time ago it was observed that it was possible to distin

guish barleys which were easy to modify from those which

were difficult by observing the autolysis of barley grists in

water.292 It was found that the cells of the grain could be

separated from one another under conditions which depended

on the variety. The difference in endosperm cell walls of

different barley varieties has recently been studied in more

detail.2'8 Cells of Julia barley are separated in 0-4% NaOH but

are more resistant to disruption or dissolution and retain their

shape better than do the cells of Proctor or Maris Otter barley

endosperm. Furthermore the walls of Julia cells are less

soluble in warm or hot water but release gums which are more

readily attacked by cndo-/3(l,3)glucanase than are those
released from the other two varieties. Perhaps routine tests

could be developed based on measuring the results of barley

autolysis.

Pentosan.—It has been known for some time that the pento-

san content is a varietal feature, relatively easily measured.103

There is at present little interest in this assay but, since recent

work suggests that pentosans and pentosanases play an

important role in malting,8*3 these substances are likely to

receive more attention.

Hardness and Milling Behaviour.—The methods of measur

ing hardness are described in detail later in connection with

malt analysis. In any method of measuring hardness it is

observed that some barley varieties tend to be harder than

others, and this can also be observed in the brewery from the

work input required to grind barley used as an adjunct.02 It has

been noted that varieties differ in the extent to which their

hardness changes with alterations in moisture content up to

levels of 17% and that this might be used to investigate

differences in their structures.318 It should, of course, be

remembered that such comparisons between varieties should

only be made on samples grown under the same conditions,

and that within any one variety samples grown under different

conditions vary greatly in hardness. Hardness measurements

are therefore useful not only for selecting varieties but also for

comparing the suitability for malting of samples generally. It

is said that the malting quality ofa sample is directly correlated

with the 'residual hardness' of a barley, i.e. the hardness after

steeping 24 h followed by drying at 50°C to 7-5% moisture.81

Sedimentation Test.—Recently a test has been described

which measures the sedimentation behaviour in 70% (v/v)

ethanol of a flour produced by controlled milling of barley.170

The original method involved measuring the turbidity of the

suspension, but an alternative method has been suggested

which measures the ease with which ruled lines can be seen

through the suspension.278 The sedimentation behaviour under

these conditions in some way reflects the structure of the

barley although the relationship is not yet clear. Results so far

suggest that there is a correlation between the sedimentation

behaviour and ease of malting. However, a few varieties give

anomalous results, and prcgerminated samples behave like

barleys which are easy to malt.378 In this test, as in all others

which measure only barley structure, it is unreasonable to

expect perfect correlation with malting behaviour, since the

test gives no information about the viability of the embryo or

the activity of the enzymes which will be developed during

germination. The test is likely to be most useful in barley
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breeding to select varieties which have a structure which is

relatively easy to modify.

Varietal Influence.—Although growth conditions greatly

affect the malting properties of a barley, many features arc

correlated with the variety and so for breeding and selection

purposes barleys arc malted and the malts analysed to deter-

mine the varietal influence. Apart from the jS-glucan content,

and hardness and sedimentation behaviour already mentioned,

theextract,2'3-249-89' attenuation limit,117-302 wort colour,209 wort

viscosity, amino acid content and composition ofthe wort,188-1143

a-amylase,98-132-153 j8-amylasc,M nitrogen,38 tannin and reduc-

tone level in malt73 and response of the barley to gibbcrcllic

acid68'2" are measured.

It is often assumed that there is a linear correlation between

decrease in extract and increase in nitrogen content in the

barley, but this is not always the case.300 The extent to which

the hot water extract decreases with increasing nitrogen in the

barley seems to be a varietal feature"-2"9 and some maltsters

find it advisable to draw graphs relating extract to nitrogen

content for individual varieties.

A method has been reported for measuring how varieties

differ in their response to added gibberellic acid in barley but

it seems too difficult for routine use.58

The potential extract of barley can be measured by incubat

ing with enzymes under defined conditions10'72-001 and the

potential diastatic power can be measured by incubating

ground barley with papain for about 20 hours at 20°C. The

extract is then assayed for diastatic activity.10

Fatty Substances.—On occasions it may be desirable to

know the total fatty material in barley. The ASBC and EBC do

not specify methods for barley, although procedures requring

a Soxhlet extraction are included in the analysis of cereal

adjuncts. The ASBC advocate the use of petroleum ether,

whereas the EBC favour carbon tetrachloride as the solvent.

In the original IoB Soxhlct extraction procedure it was necess

ary to soak the sample overnight in petroleum ether. This has

been superseded by a more rapid and relatively simple pro

cedure in which ground barley or cereal adjunct is extracted

by percolation, first with acetone and then with chloroform.

The combined extracts are evaporated to dryncss and the

residue weighed. Collaborative testing has indicated that both

procedures give similar values but the new method is more

precise.

Malt Analysis

Moisture.—The main value of moisture analysis is in setting

the price for purchase of a sample of malt, and this analysis

needs to be reproducible. The EBC Recommended Method is

the same as that used with barley. The IoB now recommend a

method similar to that used with barley, but the oven tempera

ture is standardized by drying a sample of malt."6 This IoB

method is the same as recommended by the ASBC, and gives

values about 10% higher than those obtained with the 1971

Recommended Method. It will give slightly higher values for

analyses, such as HWE and nitrogen, which are calculated on a

dry weight basis.

The moisture content of malt does not directly affect the

properties of the beer produced from it215-"1 provided the malt

can be properly milled and mashed. But specifications for a

low water content, in conjunction with other specifications, can

restrict the processes which a maltster can use and thus in

directly cause some limitations on malt properties. Less

reproducible, but more rapid, methods of moisture determina

tion which are useful in monitoring malt processing, include

the Karl Fischer titration and methods already discussed for

barley.310-3*'

Hardness.—Various methods have been developed to esti

mate how much the physical structure of the corn has been

altered during malting.03 One very important aspect of these

tests is that many of them indicate the uniformity of a sample.

The simplest hardness tests are the traditional ones of biting

the corn or examining it by hand. These were developed into a

test in which a number of corns were lightly crushed in a

mortar and the proportion of hard ends and hard corns was

observed. Cutting the grain and examining the sections for

mealiness or steelincss is an alternative test still in use but the

assessment of the results is very subjective" and even one

operator gives very different judgements when using different

optical systems to examine the sections.362

An early form of hardness meter involved measuring the

displacement of a moveable roller as corns were crushed

between it and a fixed roller.38 Various commercial machines

have subsequently been developed to measure malt hardness.

However, they are not normally used for malt analysis in

Britain, partly on account of the expense of purchasing and

maintaining them. They are more regularly used in other

countries where the malts tend to be less completely modified

than in Britain.

Brabender.—The Brabender hardness tester, which is fairly

widely used, measures the energy required to grind a fixed

amount of malt to a pre-determined extent.89-28'-358 The test

requires only about fifteen min or less.48-284 Various methods of

using the Brabender apparatus have been described. Some

operators insist that it is essential to pregrind the grains to

eliminate differences in corn shape and size."8-802-284 Others

claim that if the total energy input is measured, rather than the

maximum hardness, it is not necessary to pregrind the sample."

When using whole corns, mechanical handling of the malt

can remove a small proportion of the husk and lead to higher

values of Brabender hardness.45 This is partly due to making

the grains more round so that they enter the mill cone more

easily, thus requiring a higher work input for a shorter time.

Smaller grains of malt have lower hardness values but take

longer to pass through the mill. Six-row malts show a lower

maximum hardness value than do two row malts. Finely

husked varieties with the same modification properties give

worse readings than do coarsely husked varieties, and malts

from naked barleys lie outside the range for judgement. The

Brabender values can be used to measure malt friability pro

vided suitable standards are used according to the nature of

the husk,121 or a correction factor is used depending on the

husk content. There is a small correction for the water

content284 but normal temperature variations do not change

the results.48 However, the average hardness of the malt

depends on the growth conditions of the barley"8-2*4 and this

should be taken into account when comparing results from

different samples. Information about the homogeneity of the

sample can be derived from the average height of the peaks on

the trace recording the energy input.

The claimed284 good correlation between the Brabender

results and the friability measured from the inspection of

longitudinally sectioned corns is disputed.89 It is often claimed

that there is a good correlation between the Brabender hard

ness and the fine-coarse grind extract difference45-48-119-3" but

the published results show that the values often disagree. This

is not surprising since, whilst the hardness is a measure of the

physical structure of the malt, it gives no indication of the

enzymic activity surviving in the kilned malt. Sometimes when

the agreement is poor the high average peak heights on the

trace indicate a large proportion of unmodified or under-

modified grains 2W which can be attacked during mashing by

enzymes in the well modified grains present in the mixture.

It is also possible to get discrepancies if the malt has a low

protein content, when the malt is not hard but a deficiency

in enzymes leads to a high fine-coarse difference.80

The Brabender hardness values of sorghum malts show a

minimum at 5 days malting and increase with longer malting

times.79 This occurs because a constant weight of malt is

used and more corns are present in more highly modified

samples. If the malting loss is known a corrected figure can

be calculated for the hardness which would have been obtained

with malt made from a constant weight of raw grain. This

corrected figure gives a better, but still not very good, corre-
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lation with the extent of modification. A better correlation was

obtained using a test in which the corns were crushed by a

constant load. This is discussed in the section on Permeability

and Porosity.

Murbimeter.—The Murbimctcr, first described in 1961,

measures the hardness of a malt or barley grain by measuring

the height to which two needles are displaced before they

pierce the corn which is pushed against them, the needles

being situated near the two ends of the corn. The average

hardness of the malt corns can be measured and the homo

geneity can be seen from the pattern of hardness of the

individual grains.71 It is also possible to detect hard ends by

observing the difference between the hardness measured by

the two needles and that measured by a single centrally placed

needle.72 The harder malts eventually cause rounding of the

flat needles, resulting in easier penetration and lower hard

ness readings.218 It is therefore necessary to alter the assess

ment of the Murbimetcr readings from time to time or to

change the needles. With the first instruments the cavity in

which the corn is placed required modification for better

alignment of the needles.389 Improvements were made to

later models310-328 but it is not clear to what extent this has

improved the performance. In a review of the experiences of

several users of the Murbimetcr it was apparent that some

improvements could still be made.88

At least 100 corns must be measured but the instrument can

process 400 corns in 20 minutes.

It is said that, although different barley samples vary in

hardness, the decrease in hardness during malting is relatively

constant for all barleys.68 The Murbimeter is accordingly

considered to be very valuable in quality control during

malting.82-01-3*8-3"-347 Murbimctcr hardness depends on the

barley variety used, on the moisture content and on the size

and shape of corn, so that these features must be considered

when evaluating the reading.8'-810

Murbimeter values agree quite well with the fine-coarse

extract difference,8*-344 but the Murbimeter measurement is

the better analysis with well modified malts.310 Obviously,

when using the Murbimetcr to assess a malt, the instrument

has to be calibrated against malts which have been judged

in some other way. The interpretation, therefore, depends

on how the calibration was done and particular values can

be assessed differently.78-218

Sclerometer.—The Sclerometcr has a revolving circular

knife blade which cuts grains longitudinally. The knife has

twelve separate cutting edges and 200 corns can be sectioned

in about 20 minutes. The pressure required to cut each grain is

separately recorded on one of five gauges, each covering a

particular range of pressures, allowing both the average

hardness and the homogeneity to be calculated. The values

are not dependent on the ambient temperature or the moisture

content of the malt within the normal range.65 The Sclerometer

value is the same for small corns as for large corns in a batch

of uniformly-modified malt.83

The original Sclerometer had some mechanical defects and a

modified version has been described in detail.21 A similar

type of cutting instrument has been described in a Czecho-

slovakian journal and the results, not surprisingly, correspond

to those obtained with the Sclerometer.31*

There is little correlation between the fine-coarse grind

extract difference and the Sclerometer results3" and the

latter do not parallel Murbimctcr readings.72 The latter seem

to agree better with overall evaluation of the malt. Unfor

tunately, few comparisons of the different hardness meters

have been made and it is impossible to decide from the

reports which is the best. Although they have been tested in

Britain they arc not normally used in malt analysis.

Permeability and Porosity.—The various forms of hardness

testing indicate how easily the malt can be ground to particles

from which substrates and enzymes can be extracted. Other

tests detect how permeable the grains arc to air or water and

so measure physical modification in a different way.

The well-known sinker test, in which properly modified

malts float whilst insufficiently modified malts sink, is based

on the fact that malt contains a higher proportion of air than

the barley from which it was made.72 Unfortunately, the

test is very unreliable since air trapped under the husk can

cause undermodified grains to float whilst the rapid pene

tration of water into a porous malt grain can cause it to

sink. A high proportion of sinkers can be found in good

malts316 and in some evaluation schemes up to 20% sinkers

indicates a good malt and up to 40% is satisfactory.72-218

Use of a salt solution of S.G. 1. 150 gives a different number

of sinkers from that obtained with water but the results arc

still too unreliable to judge physical modification.33 When a

malt was fractionated by using ammonium sulphate solutions

of various densities it was found that the lighter corns had

the best malt properties.333

The hectolitre weight of barley is still used to indicate the

average density but the results arc highly dependent on the

size and shape of the grain.

In recent years a simple method has been devised to mea

sure the specific gravity of the corns by measuring the volume

of toluene displaced by a known weight of corns.114 It is

claimed that the toluene rapidly displaces air adhering to the

surface of the grains but does not penetrate the grains during

the test, thus avoiding two of the disadvantages of the sinker

test. The method is easy to carry out, reproducible and re

quires no expensive equipment.

The specific gravity determination has been reported to be

useful by a number of analysts,73-01110-168 but the method

gives no information about the homogeneity of the sample

and a mixture of very good and unsatisfactory malt grains

could give an acceptable figure.

The measurement of specific gravity change during malting

is very useful to assess modification of a particular batch of

malt, and such measurements are used to prepare mixtures

of malts with uniform modification.1" In traditional malting

processes the decrease in specific gravity is complete before

chemical modification is complete.140

From the specific gravity of a malt or barley sample and its

moisture content it is possible to calculate that portion of the

volume which is not accounted for either as water or dry

matter. If this "dead space" is expressed as a percentage of the

total volume of the malt or barley a "Porosity number" is

obtained.1*9-180 It is claimed that the difference between the

Porosity number of a malt and that of the barley from which

it was made gives a very good indication of the quality of the

malt.145 If this is the case then, since the Porosity numbers of

barleys only range from about 3 to 5%, the Porosity number

of the malt, which will be within the range IS to 25%, should

by itself be a good indicator of malt quality. Insufficient

information is available at present to know if this is so, or

to judge if the Porosity number is much more informative

than the specific gravity from which it was calculated.

It has been reported that the porosity of sorghum malts

(measured by the specific gravity) correlates well with modi

fication but that an even better correlation is obtained by use

of a compression test which, like the traditional biting test,

depends not only on the porosity but also on the cohesion

or hardness of the substances left in the grain.70 In this test a

fixed volume of ungerminatcd grain or malt is compressed

by a piston moving at a uniform rate until a constant load of

90 kg/cm2 is applied. The decrease in height of the column

of grain is measured. It is stated that it is possible to distin

guish a compression phase due to the porosity of the grains

from a disruption phase dependent mainly on their hardness.

No information is available as to the suitability of the test

for barley malt but the idea seems promising.

It has been shown that some cleaning procedures and some

pneumatic transfer systems give malts with high specific

gravities.73-150 It has also been reported that modern malting

procedures which restrict malting loss give malts with rela

tively high specific gravities.838 Thus specific gravity and
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Porosity number measurements are not suitable for all

types of malt.

Another method which measures the extent to which the

barley structure has been modified involves examining the

extent to which certain coloured indicators can permeate

the grain.2"-2" The grain is cut at both ends, immersed in a

solution of the indicator for a suitable time, dried and then

sectioned longitudinally. The method shows inhomogeneity

in the malt as well as the average extent of structural modi

fication.

Examination by electron microscopy shows that cell walls

persist in unmodified regions.2'6 But such microscopic

examination cannot be used in routine analysis.

An analysis which can be done by a producer of malt, but

not by a purchaser, is measurement of the apparent volume

increase during malting. (This should not be confused with the

swelling capacity or Quellvermogen described earlier."1) The

difference between the volume of toluene displaced by 20g of

malt and by 20g of the barley from which it was made is

expressed as a percentage of the volume of the original

barley.148 It is claimed that the results correlate well with

overall judgements of malts by other analyses.

A preliminary report suggests that a simple measurement of

the weight of water taken up by the malt in 5 min under

defined conditions can indicate the lauter time to be expected

in a brewery.303 Insufficient results arc available to know

how useful the test is, but the report suggested that it corre

lated better with lauter time than did any of the other analyses

performed, including coarse-fine extract difference, viscosity,

extract at 80°C or the Porosity number. The fact that the

water uptake docs not correlate with any of the other analyses

suggests that it is not just indicating the permeability of the

malt but that chemical or osmotic water uptake by malt

constituents is involved. No other malt assay at present

measures this.

Size of Grains.—The size and shape of the malt grains is

important since many malt mills are set to operate efficiently

only with grains of a particular size, and smaller grains are

inadequately milled. Screening procedures to separate malt

into three size fractions seem quite adequate. Such screening

is normally undertaken by the malt supplier rather than by

the malt user, and maltsters are normally responsible for

ensuring that the grain size distribution supplied is within

acceptable limits. Brewers do not normally analyse the

distribution themselves, but sometimes do.218

Considerable difficulties can occur in brewing if the lack

of uniformity in size arises from malting a mixture of barley

grains of different sizes, because modification can be very

uneven. But in many cases deliberate mixing of malts made

from large grains with those made from smaller grains has

no adverse effect provided the modifications are similar.

Hot Water Extract (HIVE).—The recommended methods

for HWE stipulate the use of standard milling and mashing

conditions including the use of distilled water, but different

conditions are stipulated by the ASBC, EBC and IoB.

These methods arc reliable and satisfactory for the buying

and selling of malt. As discussed in more detail later, they

do not reliably indicate how much extract will be obtained

in the brew house.

There are two fundamental differences between the Conti

nental and American systems and the British system for

estimating extract. In the American and Continental systems

the mash is made up to a fixed final weight and the extract

values are expressed in degrees Plato. It has been assumed

that these values give a sufficiently accurate measure of the

percentage of actual solids in the wort. However, the Plato

tables give the relationship between percentage sucrose in

solution and the corresponding specific gravity, and this

assumption is not valid. Since it is specific gravity which is

actually measured it is more logical to express extract values

in these terms. The Analysis Committee of the IoB therefore

recommend the unit, litre degree per kg of malt, for use in

extract measurements. The extract yield is defined as the

excess degrees of gravity measured at I5-5°C produced by

the soluble matter from I kg of malt dissolved in 1 litre.

The major source of error in the HWE determination is

caused by undetected wear on the laboratory mill. Recent

collaborative trials in Britain suggest that many of the analy

tical mills in use are badly worn, including some of those

which were used to determine the extract to be expected

from the IoB Standard Malts. Worn mills give a low extract,

particularly with less well modified malts, because wear on

the bearings allows hard corns in the grist to force the rollers

apart even when the gap has been set correctly with a feeler

gauge.

Since the milling of malt samples has a major influence on

the extract determination, the Institute Analysis and Barley

Committees in conjunction with the Maltsters Association

decided that it was necessary to have a mill of more reliable

and reproducible performance.1" Several studies of malt

mills and the reproducibilily of milling have already been

published.39-40'80-201-108-811-2"."3-380 A number of mills that

might be suitable for the IoB HWE measurement, and also

for supplementary methods of analysis, have been examined

at the Brewing Research Foundation. Two versions of Seek

mill were then compared in more detail with a rotating disc

mill which had been shown capable of performing the EBC

coarse-fine difference analysis.01 For the measurement of

HWE, an appropriate setting of the disc mill can give results

for properly modified malts which are almost identical to

those obtained using Seek mills, providing the latter arc in

sound mechanical condition, despite the difference in particle

size distribution in grists from the two types of mill. With

less well modified malts the disc mill gives slightly higher

values than the Seek mills. The speed of rotation of the Seek

mills had surprisingly little effect on the analytical values

for the extract. The results of the within-laboratory evaluation

showed that the disc mill was at least as reliable as the Seek

mills for the measurement of Hot Water Extract, Total

Soluble Nitrogen and Colour. It also proved reliable for the

measurement of difference in extract between coarse and fine

grists. Evaluations carried out in several other laboratories

have confirmed the suitability of the disc mill for malt analysis.

A statistical evaluation of the results of an inter-laboratory

trial has justified the selection of a setting of 5 for the IoB

HWE measurement.188 Evidence to date indicates that

settings of 1 and 10 are suitable for measurement of fine-

coarse differences similar to those determined in the Maccy-

Stowell procedure.348 The Analysis Committee of the IoB

have decided that the only mill to be included in the Recom

mended Methods will be the rotating disc mill (Buhler-Miag).

Furthermore, the changeover to the disc mill should be

effective from 1st January, 1977 and be completed by 1st

January, I978."8

The IoB method should be defined more precisely. The

grist temperature, the temperature of the strike water, the

mixing technique and the filter paper quality all affect the

extract value and should be standardized.

It has been suggested that for commercial transactions it

would be more reasonable to use a fine grind to measure the

maximum extract obtainable from the malt under standard

mashing conditions which would include raising the final

mash temperature to gelatinize starch granules." Such a

measurement coupled with a measure of the difficulty of

obtaining the extract (see later) would give a better assessment

of the value of the malt. This type of analysis has been used

in brewing practice but details of its usefulness are not

disclosed.43

Brewers, however, do not obtain the maximum extract

and would naturally prefer a method which assesses the malt

according to the extract they obtain. The rate of extraction

of soluble material from malt particles depends on particle

size170 so that extract yield is highly dependent on the fineness

of milling, which affects the rate of dissolution of both
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substrates and enzymes and the extent to which an insoluble

substrate can be attacked by a soluble enzyme. This is

clearly shown in the difference between fine and coarse grind

extracts. Laboratory mills cannot duplicate the performance

of brewery mills and so can only give an approximate indi

cation of the extract obtainable in the brewery. Surprisingly,

particularly in view of the variable wear on both laboratory

and brewery mills, there is often a reasonable correlation

between brewery extract and laboratory extract although the

correlation may be complex.813 But there is not always a

correlation,1'7 particularly when there are large differences

between coarse and fine grind extracts.971 It is well known that

commercial mills have to be adjusted for proper milling of

smaller corns or more moist malts. The degree of corres

pondence between laboratory and brewery results will

depend on the adjustments made.

The current analytical methods do not try to mimic wet

milling or conditioning. These normal brewing practices

increase the moisture content of the grain and allow the hard

parts to be milled without crushing the husk. Again, breweries

using such milling techniques should not necessarily expect

a close agreement with extracts obtained in the laboratory.

Several workers have proposed changing the temperature

sequence used in the EBC mashing procedure.109-807'320

Investigations comparing mashes made with and without

a rest at 63°C confirm that the former gives slightly higher

extracts and soluble nitrogen figures, higher fermentabilities

and less haze and colour in the wort.

Nevertheless, despite its limitations, the standard method

of analysis gives some indication of the extract to be expected

in the brcwhousc and a malt giving a low extract in the

laboratory is unlikely to give a high one in the brewery.

But it should be remembered that the extract determination

measures only the specific gravity of the solution obtained

from malt and says nothing about the nature of the material

in it. The fermentability and colloidal properties of an extract

can change considerably without affecting the gravity.

The EBC and ASBC recommend that the specific gravity

be determined using a pyenometer but much time can be

saved by using a glass plummet instead.120 The IoB do not

recommend any particular method and normally a specific

gravity bottle or glass plummet is used.228-313 Nowadays the

extract is often measured with a refractometer, sometimes a

flow through model, rather than by measurement of specific

gravity.37'8'4'"0'347-3110 This is very satisfactory provided the

extracts are clear, but separate calibrations must be made for

different malting conditions and for malts with considerably

different nitrogen contents.

It is known that the amount and quality of extract obtained

depends on the mash thickness.138'139-8" The present recom

mended methods use mashing ratios quite unlike commercial

brewery practice, and attempts arc now being made to deter

mine whether analyses of thicker mashes give results more

relevant to brewing performance.

In the EBC recommended method the pH of the wort

produced with distilled water is noted. This gives some in

formation about the malt215 but it would seem more infor

mative to mash with the type of brewing liquor employed in

the brewery using the malt, since this has considerable influ

ence not only on the yield of extract1 but also on other features

such as colour and fermentability. The effect of pH depends

on the particular barley and the malting and kilning pro

cedures used.2-205 Although some analysts measure the final

pH of the mash, it is not possible to predict accurately from

this measurement what would happen on mashing at the pH

of the liquor used in the brewery. Other studies have shown

the effect, on the hot water extract and wort pH, of altering

the mineral composition of the mashing liquor. It has been

proposed that standard analysis procedures should be adopted

which involve mashing with water with a salt content which

determines the wort pH.305 Obviously different breweries use

different mashing liquors and it would not be feasible to have a

standard liquor suitable for all purposes, but there arc many

situations where use of brewery liquor might give more useful

analyses.

A method has been described for determining the hot water

extract by continuous extraction in a Soxhlet apparatus using

reduced pressure so that the temperature is 65-5°C. It gives

lower extracts than the IoB method but requires smaller

samples and is quicker to perform.57 It is said that Congress

extracts arc 1-2% too high because water is bound to the

filter paper and spent grains, and that this can be overcome

by sparging in a Soxhlet type apparatus.18* Alternatively,

a correction can be made assuming that the discrepancy is

relatively constant.153

Methods have been described suitable for estimating the hot

water extract and cold water extract of small samples of

malt.187'280

Extract Difference.—The difference in extracts obtained

with fine and coarse grinds of the malt is a useful measure

of the ease with which the extract can be obtained from the

malt during mashing. A large difference usually occurs

because the structure of the barley has not been sufficiently

broken down during malting, but it can also occur if the

sample contains a large proportion of small grains even if

these are well modified."3 Increased curing temperature can

also increase the difference180 and, since malt moisture affects

the friability, the difference can be greater with malt of higher

moisture.63

The main objection to this analysis has been that it involves

measuring a relatively small difference between values which

are subject to a considerable margin of error. The test has

recently been modified by increasing the gap in the EBC

Casella mill from 0004 to 0015 inch and this extends the

range of differences measured with IoB mashes.348 It is

claimed that these results are useful in assessing brewery

performance but there is little information yet to show how

well it works in practice. As mentioned earlier, a similar

extract difference can be obtained with the disc mill now

recommended by the IoB Analysis Committee. The following

comments, however, refer to the fine-coarse differences in

mashes made by the EBC recommended methods. The

assessment of results had to be changed with the introduction

of the EBC Casella mill which gives lower differences than

the Miag mill previously used.211 Different analysts use

different scales to assess the degree of modification.86'211'335-3'7

It is claimed that the results with the EBC mill arc more

reproducible and unlike those with the Miag mill are suitable

for commercial transactions.21* However, when the mills have

become worn, through repeated use, they give unsatisfactory

results, and collaborative analyses with EBC mills show a

very large coefficient of variation. An attempt was made to

extend the range of differences obtained with the EBC mill

by using a sieve with larger holes,380 but this was not success

ful since the reproducibility was too low.

Although the fine-coarse difference indicates how readily

the grain can be milled and the contents extracted, it should

be considered in relation both to the fine grind extract

expected from knowledge of the barley and to the processing

conditions used. Greatly undermodificd or enzyme-deficient

malts can give low fine-coarse differences with both values

being low.

Not surprisingly there is a highly significant correlation

between the fine-coarse difference and the structure of a grain

measured by the Murbimeter.48-88'88'327-328 The extract diff

erence generally correlates with the Brabender hardness,

but not always since hard, enzyme-deficient malts can show

small extract differences.89 It has been said that the amount

of cereal gum extracted in wort is correlated with the extract

differences342 but this is certainly not always the case.

The extract difference should be kept relatively low when

mashing under conditions where the times and temperatures

used restrict the enzymic activity, or where the wort must be

run off through a relatively deep mash bed.2011 In other
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circumstances the mashing conditions can often cope with

greater extract differences.

Cold Water Extract (CWE).—The mis-named CWE is not

made in cold water but in weak ammonia solution, approx.

0006-n, at 20°C, on the assumption that the ammonia

prevents enzymic action without dissolving more extract than

water would extract. It has been pointed out that variations

in the CWE depend mainly on alterations in the amount of

extractable sugar and thus reflect chemical modification.203

But the results give little useful information and relatively

little attention is now paid by British brewers to CWE deter

minations and it is not a recommended method of the EBC

or ASBC. Modern malting techniques often give high values

(e.g. >21 %) without causing brewing problems. The deter

mination is still of some use in monitoring the mailing pro

cess. As in the case of HWE the extract can be measured by a

refractometer.260

A high CWE accompanied by a low HWE may reflect too

rapid heating during the drying of green malt.317

Hartong>s Evaluation Number or Four-Mash Analysis.—

In 1936 Hartong published an analytical procedure which

involved mashing a fine grind of malt at four different tem

peratures (25°, 45°, 65° and 85°C), and comparing the extracts

obtained with that from a standard Congress mash, to

obtain a relative yield at each temperature. The Hartong

Index or Evaluation Number is obtained by subtracting an

arbitrary constant from the average of the four relative

yields. The constant was chosen so that the average malt of

high brewing quality would have an Evaluation Number of S.

Malts with a value between 3-6 and 6-2 should not cause

problems.110 Obviously the method could be adapted for

use with ale malts if a different constant were used.

The details of the procedure have been altered—for in

stance the mashing temperatures used now arc 20°, 45°, 60°

and 80°C."e Not surprisingly, there is some disagreement

about the value judgement of the Evaluation Numbers35"-3"

but no disagreement that a higher number is obtained with a

more intensively modified malt. Particular numbers are

recommended according to the features required in the malt.1"

Separate consideration of the relative yields at the four

temperatures is much more informative than the Evaluation

Number since more light is shed on various aspects of physical

modification and enzyme activity. Expected values for the

four temperatures have been published and malts are judged

according to how they compare with these standards.111-1"

Standards can also be determined for special purposes such

as brewing with cereal adjuncts.2"

The standards must be adjusted in accordance with the

malting2" and kilning conditions.218 The method is therefore

less useful if the processing history of the malt is unknown.

The four-mash analysis is also criticized because it is very

time-consuming805 and takes no account of the influence of

mash pH3", and because changes in the composition of

extracts occur whilst the mashes are being filtered, thus

making the method imprecise.201 Nevertheless the method is

found to be very useful in several breweries.

It has been suggested that, instead of the Evaluation

Number from the four mashes, the sum of the relative yields

at 20°C and 45°C should be used to assess malt.18 Determi

nation by refractometry of the extract in simplified micro-

mashes at 20° and 45° C is used in assessing the malts made

in a barley breeding programme.207 These analyses, however,

cannot be entirely suitable since they cannot adequately

differentiate malts with greatly different gum contents.

Total Nitrogen.—The nitrogen content of malt is measured

by a Kjeldahl procedure as described in connection with

barley analysis. In many analyses the results are expressed

as protein contents rather than nitrogen contents. There is

no advantage in this since the protein is calculated from the

nitrogen content and no allowance is made for the nitrogen

not in protein. Furthermore, there is disagreement about the

factor to be used when calculating the protein from the nitro

gen content even when only proteinaceous material is pre

sent.204

A high nitrogen content in malt is related to a high nitrogen

content in the barley from which it was made. This implies a

greater risk of inhomogeneity in the malt so that tests for

homogeneity (described later) are more important with high

nitrogen malts.

Soluble NitrogenlKolbach Index.—Soluble nitrogen mea

surement is also based on the Kjeldahl procedure. The total

soluble nitrogen is normally expressed as a percentage of the

dry matter in the malt. With EBC mashes the ratio of this

figure to the total nitrogen in the malt is the Kolbach index.

With IoB mashes the ratio of total soluble nitrogen to total

nitrogen is also used to judge the extent of modification of

nitrogenous compounds in the malt. Sometimes the per

manently soluble nitrogen, i.e. that remaining after wort

boiling, is used instead of the total soluble nitrogen38 but

since the permanently soluble nitrogen is usually calculated

as 94% of the total soluble nitrogen172-203 the change makes

little difference.

These ratios give a useful indication of the total proteolytic

activity during malting and mashing, but do not directly

indicate the changes in the malt itself and are influenced by

milling and mashing conditions including mash thickness

and wort pH327. Kilning conditions, including the SO2

content of the drying atmosphere, can also considerably

alter the proteolysis which occurs during mashing.108 The

nitrogenous modification during germination can be greatly

changed without much effect on many other analyses. Thus

the use of additives such as gibberellic acid, bromate or

formaldehyde,372 alterations in germinating temperature,17-

io9,3ji restccping,2" control of oxygen access during germi

nation219 or the use of processes such as abrasion201 or acidu-

lation282 can all alter the relationship between soluble nitrogen

and other analyses. Nevertheless, the total soluble nitrogen

and its relationship to the total nitrogen are useful measure

ments for controlling a malting process, for deciding whether

a barley is suitable for that process, and for brewing control

provided the brewer is aware if a special malting process

has been used. When high-nitrogen and low-nitrogen barleys

are processed to give malts with similar Kolbach indices,

the worts derived from the malls contain different concen

trations of the various nitrogenous fractions, with consequent

differences in fermentation patterns and beer properties.295

Various methods have been described for fractionating the

soluble nitrogen compounds, e.g. Lundin fractionations, but

these procedures are not much used because little is known

about the relevance of the various fractions in wort to the

final beer properties.

It is claimed that the Kaiser-Held number—the ratio of

heat-coagulable nitrogen to Lundin fraction A nitrogen in a

wort—is the best method available for testing whether a

lager malt has been properly kilned.101 The value is assessed

according to the type of maltm and the judgement relates

mainly to head retention, flavour and stability of the beer,

but it also relates to the coarse-fine difference, and the wort

pH and colour.192

The tendency of a malt to give beers which suffer from chill

haze can be measured by mashing the malt and adding

alcohol to the acidified boiled wort to give a so-called "iso-

beer".71 The ease with which the isobeer gives a precipitate

with tannin indicates the likelihood that the malt will give

hazy beers.'"-7' Obviously this test does not allow for the

effect of mashing conditions, boiling with hops, etc., but it

docs indicate whether the sweet wort is likely to have an

excess of the type of material which would readily form a

haze with polymerized polyphenols, and it can be used to

decide whether a malt is suitable for a particular brewing

process.281-288 The total soluble nitrogen of malt is not closely

related to the haze life of beer.205

Amino Nitrogen.—It is now generally accepted that a

certain minimum amount of a-amino acid nitrogen (approx.
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150-200 mg/litrc) is required for a normal fermentation."8-188

Some brewers do not wish greatly to exceed the minimum,

because this can affect beer flavour or decrease the biological

stability of the beer. For others the presence of an excess is

less important. Nevertheless, there is now much more interest

in knowing the concentration of amino acid nitrogen in the

wort.109-185-*"

Assays have been developed which measure the reaction of

amino groups with formaldehyde. This formol-nitrogen

determination can be misleading, particularly with under-

modified lager malts, and a relatively high reading can be

obtained with a wort deficient in amino acids.2'3

Amino acids are normally assayed by their reaction with

ninhydrin or trinitrobenzcncsulphonic acid.*3-814-296 Both the

IoB and the EBC recommend a ninhydrin method, since

collaborative studies show better reproducibility using nin

hydrin than using trinitrobenzenesulphonic acid. This mea

surement of total amino acids is imprecise because peptides

react, and because the compounds formed with the various

amino acids have different colour intensities. Proline is not

measured in the standard ninhydrin assay.This is an advantage

when the assay is being used to measure the availability of

amino acids for yeast nutrition. Unfortunately measurements

of the a-amino nitrogen of standard laboratory mashes do

not always accurately predict the a-amino nitrogen content

of brewery wort.189 For special purposes the individual

amino acids are measured separately with an amino acid

analyser.213 Proline is sometimes estimated apart from the

other amino acids through its characteristic colour reaction

with ninhydrin.23-232

Amino acid analyses can give some indication of the malting

conditions which have been used. Thus malts made with a

short malting time and those which have been made with

bromate or under partially anaerobic conditions tend to have

a proline content which is low relative to the total soluble

nitrogen,"5-188-88' but the sample of barley used also influences

the relative proline content.187-232 Other amino acid con

centrations vary with the type of malting287 or period of

germination,212 and the amino acid composition is also

influenced by the kilning conditions.188-2"

Proteolytic EnzymesjPcplhlases.—The hydrolysis of pro-

teinaccous material which occurs during malting and mashing

is the result of the combined activity of a number of enzymes

acting on a number of different substrates. Proteolytic or

endo-peptidase activity is normally measured with large

peptides such as gelatin,100-214 denatured casein,255 or haemo-

globin,84-588-291 or with dyed protein.183-2'2 Carboxypeptidase

and amino peptidase activities are measured with synthetic

peptide substrates."4-*57-267-201 Recently a method has been

described for the preparation of hordein, a major protein

component of barley, as a substrate for the determination of

both endopeptidase and exopeptidase activity.29 One prob

lem with all the methods using polypeptides is the difficulty

of obtaining reproducible substrate preparations.

The activity of peptidases in a malt can also be measured

by observing the difference between a normal mash and one
made from malt inactivated by 80% ethanol."5 Alternatively,

mashes made normally and at 75°C, to destroy peptidase

activity, can be compared.87 Other workers have suggested

that the increase in a-amino acid concentration in mashes at

4S°C over that in mashes at 20°C is an indication of the exo

peptidase activity. Some proteolytic activity survives at

65°C for many hours so that run-off" time can influence the

extent of activity in the brewery.180 Whilst the proteolytic

activity of malt does not seem to produce much amino acid

from unmalted cereals, some protein is solubilized.98-16*

At present, measurements of malt proteolytic activity do not

give much information about brewing performance or malt

quality; the analyses showing the result of the activity during

malting and mashing—amino acid production and soluble

nitrogen—are more useful.

Diastatic Power.—Diastatic power is measured from the

production of reducing sugars when buffered starch solution

is hydrolysed by an extract made under standardized con

ditions from the malt. It is a measure of considerable im

portance for distilling malt,153 but is of less direct relevance

to brewers since they arc not concerned with converting all

the starch to fermentable sugars. Obviously the malt is un

satisfactory for the brewer if the diastatic power is very low

but nowadays, in general, there is more than sufficient activity.

The assay is consequently of little value to brewers unless

large amounts of starchy adjuncts are used.2"-208

The EBC recommend extracting the enzymes with distilled

water for I h at 40°C. After diastasis the reducing sugars

are estimated iodometrically and the results expressed in

Windisch Kolbach units. Both the ASBC and IoB procedures

are similar to the original Lintner method. In the ASBC

method the enzymes are extracted with 0-5% sodium chloride

solution for 2 h at 20°C and in the IoB procedure the malt is

extracted with a dilute ammonia solution for 3 h at 20°C. In

both systems, the reducing power of the starch hydrolysate

can be measured either by titration with Fehlings solution or

by titration with potassium ferricyanide solution. The IoB

express the results in IoB degrees rather than in Lintner

degrees, since the temperature of extraction and diastasis was

changed from 70°F to 20°C. With the ASBC extraction pro

cedure the results are expressed as degrees diastatic power.

The results of a collaborative exercise174 carried out by the

IoB indicated that although the potassium ferricyanide pro

cedure gave better inter-laboratory agreement in diastatic

measurements than did the Fehlings procedure, the within-

laboratory error was significantly higher. Various modifica

tions31182-311 to the method have been proposed in order to

reduce the analysis time and improve the reproducibility.

Several workers811-59-312 have found advantages in automating

or semi-automating the analysis. Distilled water contaminated

with low levels of copper113 and other heavy metal ions80 has an

adverse effect on the diastatic activity estimation. The soluble

starch from Merck USA recommended in the IoB procedure

is no longer available. Starch from E. Merck AG West

Germany has been recommended as an alternative. The

German starch has a higher reducing power value than the

starch originally recommended and it is therefore even more

necessary to determine the blank value and apply the appro

priate correction. (This particular starch is not satisfactory for

use in a-amylase assays).

The measurement does not indicate how much starch will be

solubilized or degraded by the malt, and is not directly related

to the activity of either of the two enzymes, a- and /J-amylasc,

which are principally responsible for transforming the starch

into useful brewer's extract. Although under some conditions

the diastatic power seems to represent the sum of separate

/J-umylase and a-amylase activities, this is not always the

case.251-277 The diastatic activity of an extract can be greater

than is accounted for by rccombining a portion in which the

a-amylase activity has been inactivated with a portion con

taining inactivated /?-amylase.2M This may partially be due to

the presence of other carbohydrases which are inactivated at

the same time as the a- or /J-amylase. On the other hand, the

activities of combinations of purified a- and /3-amylase can be

50% greater than the sum of the separate activities.226 The

ratio ofa- to /9-amylasc varies in different malts and cannot be

deduced from the diastatic power.

The fineness of grind, frequency of stirring and degree of

clarification do not seem to be important in preparing the

malt extract8 so that the diastatic activity is presumably easily

leached out even from an undermodified malt. The starch

substrates, however, will not be as readily available to the

enzymes as the soluble starch in the enzyme test. Thus,

diastatic power does not reflect the activity of the enzymes in

mashing.

A method has been described which uses a much more

rapid procedure to obtain the enzyme extract.92 Another
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method has been reported which measures the rate of diffusion

of the activity through a gel containing starch1" and in still

another method the maltose produced from starch is measured

by the colour formed with 3,5 dinitrosalicylic acid.34

The diastatic power does not forecast the fermcntability of

a wort. Indeed, even under the assay conditions, whilst the

amount of reducing sugar formed is proportional to the

diastatic power the amount of fermentable sugar formed is

not.263

OL-Amylase.—The activity ofa-amylasc is usually determined

by measuring the rate of conversion of a /3-limit dextrin,

previously prepared from soluble starch, to dextrins which

give a standard colour with iodine.173 Alternatively the rate of

decrease in iodine-colouring capacity is measured with malt

extracts heated under defined conditions to inactivate /?-
amylase."-09

Some authors50-61-351 have suggested replacing the visual

comparison procedure used to follow the decrease in starch-

iodine colour with a photometric or spectrophotometric pro

cedure which would be less subjective. The decrease in colora

tion with iodine is also used in gel diffusion methods.51-153

Methods which use the rate of colour release from a coloured

starch are not specific for a-amylase.21 Another method

involves the colorimetric determination of maltose liberated

from starch by malt extracts in which the /J-amylasc has been

inhibited by mercury salts.31

a-Amylase can also be measured by its effect in decreasing

the viscosity of gelatinized starch. This is done satisfactorily

by a falling ball or a falling stirrcr method100'250 and the

results are not affected by a two-fold increase in the /3-amylasc

concentration. When a-amylase is detected in barley before

malting this is usually due to pre-germination131 and it has

been suggested that the falling stirrer method can be used to

estimate the extent of pre-germination.325 The change in

viscosity caused by a-amylase is also the basis of a simple test

in which the rate of ascent of a starch solution up a strip of

filter paper is measured.300 It has also been shown that a-

amylasc activity can be deduced from the trace obtained with

a Brabender Viscograph when finely ground malt is mashed

with a rising temperature.373'374

Automated analyses have been developed for a-amylase.11'351

These include a method which detects reducing sugars formed

from a /3-limit dextrin which has been reduced by sodium

borohydride. The sensitivity is increased by the addition of

excess 0-amylase."4
It has been observed that the stability of malt a-amylase at

70°C decreases as the kilning time of the malt is prolonged,293

and a non-dialysable substance which reduces the stability of

a-amylase has been extracted from amber malt." This is not

likely to be very important in brewing since a-amylolysis is

rapid at mashing temperature (below 70°C), and the enzyme

need not be very heat stable. Nevertheless a-amylase levels

may be more important in grists with more highly coloured

malts. It has been shown that the higher the colour the less

easily the malt starch is degraded by malt enzymes,341 so that it

is essential that sufficient amylasc be present.

Even with excess a-amylase the hydrolysis to reducing

sugars reaches a conversion maximum characteristic of the

starch. Many of the difficulties in establishing a recommended

method for a-amylasc stem from the difficulty in obtaining a

standard starch as substrate. Thestarch granulesof barley give

less reducing sugar than do those of malt, and the small starch

granules of barley are very resistant to a-amylasc even after

pregelatinization.20 Thus extracts derived from starch in

barley or undermodified malt can be of low fermcntability

even if the malt in the grist has a high a-amylase content.

There are differences of opinion about the need for a-

amylase measurements. Sometimes it is suggested that a-

amylasc activity reflects the extent of modification or overall

enzyme development during malting,310 but this will only be

the case if the barley varietyand method ofmalting is known.251

For most brewing purposes, a-amylase measurements do not

add significantly to the information which can be got from

other analyses.508 The measurements are, however, useful

when large amounts of cereal adjunct are used either in brew

ing or distilling.

fi-Amylasc.—There is relatively little interest in routine

analysis for/J-amylase since other analyses indicate if there has
been sufficient /3-amylase activity. In fact j9-amylase activity is

usually calculated from the difference between diastatic activity

and a-amylasc activity although, as mentioned earlier, this is

not a reliable method under all conditions.251 The /J-amylasc

activity has also been measured on malt extracts in which the

a-amylase has been inactivated by holding for 5 minutes at

pH 3-3.251

Ungerminated barley contains /3-amylase. It appears that

this is mainly in bound forms of a molecule which is anti

gen ically, chemically and enzymically very similar to that in

malt."'2"'134 During malting the total /J-amylase (active and

inactive) docs not change greatly and, since proteolytic

enzymes release the bound jS-amylase,334 during mashing
(8-amylase can probably be released even from undermodified

malt. j8-Amylase activity is therefore unlikely to be limiting in

a grist. However, the rate of release into the mash depends on

the size of particles produced during milling,42 so that the

/J-amylolysis might take longer with an undcrmodificd malt

and this would be reflected in such assays as the diastatic

power or the saccharificalion time.

Limit Dexlrinase.—Limit dextrinase activity of malt can

increase the extract and fcrmentability of a mash,136-161 but this

docs not seem very significant in normal brewing practice. The

increased extract and fermcntability in boiled worts could be

due in part to the prolonged action of other enzymes, includ

ing /3-glucanases and proteolytic enzymes, making more starch

available for amylolysis.

Although limit dcxtrinase activity affects measurements of

diastatic activity, including saccharification time, there is little

interest in assaying the enzyme directly. It can be assayed by

measuring the increase in reducing sugar formed from

pullulan248 or limit dcxtrins isolated from a fermented mash.139

A more specific method, less affected by the the presence of

other carbohydrases, involves measuring the decrease in

viscosity of a pullulan solution.137

No correlation is found between limit dextrinase activity

and diastatic power.

Saccharification Time.—Measurement of the misnamed

'Saccharification Time' is regarded as important by many

Continental brewers. The procedure used is related to the tests

for a-amylase activity which depend on dextrinizing starch to

the point where it does not give a colour with iodine. This is

measured by noting the mashing time required before a drop

taken from the mash shows no blue colour on mixing with L/

KI. Improved methods have been described.'38'315'33' Not

surprisingly, the saccharification time correlates more with

a-amylase activity than with other analyses.208

It is generally observed that a short saccharification time is

an indicator of a good malt; certainly a long saccharification

time shows the malt is not satisfactory. However, the test does

not indicate whether a batch consists of a mixture of very good

malt with inferior malt, which can cause problems. With finely

ground malt the same saccharification time can be obtained

with and without large quantities of cereal adjuncts.197

Malts which have a satisfactory saccharification time in the

laboratory can show long saccharification times in the

brewery.265 This is presumably due to differences in milling

and mashing conditions being used in the two locations.

fi-Glucans.—Because /J-glucans form part of the endosperm

cell walls which must be broken down during modification,

and because they are known to be associated with many

difficulties in wort recovery and beer production, there have

recently been many attempts to develop assays for /3-glucans

in malt. But the /3-glucans found in extracts from malt include

a variety of different compounds with different properties. Not

only can these glucose polymers vary greatly in size, but they
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can contain different relative amount ofj8,(l ->3)- and /3,(l->4)-

Iinkages. Moreover the distribution of these two types of

linkage is not the same in all /3-glucans, e.g. regions with a

particular type of regular structure can be linked by regions

with different structures.25 As far as brewing is concerned, it is

the larger /3-glucans which cause difficulties, whilst smaller

j8-glucans can improve the physical properties of beer.233 The
present problem is to devise simple tests which tell them apart.

Techniques such as gel filtration separate the /3-glucans

according to their size but these techniques are not suitable for

routine analysis. Whilst both large and intermediate sized

/3-glucans are precipitated in approx. 70% (vol/vol) cold
ethanol,76 the larger molecules can be selectively precipitated

in 30% (wt/vol) ammonium sulphate which does not precipi

tate the /3-glucans, having relatively low viscosities, which are

smaller than about 50,000 daltons.49-'6 The/3-glucan content of

a precipitate is determined by measuring the glucose formed

from it on hydrolysis, correcting if necessary for the glucose

formed from a-glucan co-precipitated with the /3-glucan. In

malt analysis the/?,(l->4)-glucan, cellulose, is normally ignored
because it is insoluble under mashing conditions and is little

attacked by the /3-glucanases in barley or malt. Its presence
can, however, affect analyses which are based on the determin

ation of glucose formed by chemical hydrolysis or by hydro

lysis with certain /?-glucanasc preparations not derived from

malt.

This type of analysis is complicated and time-consuming.

Moreover there is little advantage in knowing the total /3-

glucan content of a malt or wort, or even the amount which is

precipitated in 30% ammonium sulphate, and for malting and

brewing laboratory use it seems more profitable to develop

assays related directly to the problems encountered in brewing.

It seems likely that measurement of the viscosities of suitable

mashes will give the necessary information.

The viscosity of a wort is only partially due to /3-glucans.

Smaller /3-glucans contribute relatively little to wort viscosity,48

and lowering the mashing temperature can give wort with the

same amount of 0-glucan but lower viscosity.104 The con

centration of larger /3-glucans cannot be calculated directly

from the viscosity, as is sometimes suggested, because the

interactions between /3-glucans and other extract components

affect the results.25-"-325 But if the viscosity is high the wort

usually contains a relatively high concentration of the trouble

some /?-glucans,325 whilst the low viscosity of a mash can be
used to indicate that the beer is unlikely to give problems with

extract recovery,20 run-offtime, filtration,128 beer clarification384

or formation of precipitates in beer.104

The amounts and nature of the /3-glucans extracted from

barley or malt are very greatly influenced by the extraction

conditions, and a large number of different extraction pro

cedures have been described smm1'.*35."* Repeated extractions

continue to yield /3-glucan,112 whilst change of extraction

temperature, inactivation of the cereal enzymes before

extraction, or use ofenzymes such as papain during extraction

give quite different results. It has been found that j3-glucan as

it exists in the endosperm cell wall contains peptide bonds, and

that much more /3-glucan can be extracted if these peptide

linkages are split by suitable protcolytic enzymes or by

hydrazinolysis.1128 For brewing analyses it would seem desir

able to use an extraction procedure which mimics as closely as

possible that which would occur in the brewery. But it has been

reported that brewery wort viscosities may be less informative

about potential troubles with /3-glucans than are Congress

wort viscosities.128 Viscosity measurements are also made on

worts mashed at about SOX3"-133 or 70°C,19 since in the brew--

house highly viscous /}-glucans would be extracted at this

temperature. Worts made in this way contain far more large

/3-glucan than would a brewery wort since the/3-glucanases in

the malt would be inactive in the analysis. Nevertheless it is

possible to determine whether or not a particular malt is suit

able for a particular brewing process.

The viscosity of the wort depends on the fineness of grind,1'11

not surprisingly since large viscous molecules will be more

easily elutcd from finer particles. For analytical purposes it

will therefore be preferable to use a fine grind extract.

An attempt has been made to correlate the formation of

/3-glucan precipitates in beer with the amount of /3-glucan in a

boiled hopped wort which had been acidified to beer pH and

centrifuged after storage overnight at O°C.1!8 It was concluded

that there was a better correlation of beer precipitate with wort

viscosity than with the amount of /3-glucan obtained in this

way.

Equivalent concentrations of /3-glucans from different

ungcrminated barleys have comparable viscosities313-312 and

molecular sizes48 and they are similar in susceptibility to

enzymes.231 This means that the properties of the /3-glucan in

the wort depend on its size and not on the type of barley from

which it was derived. Similarly the /3-glucans in all-malt and

adjunct beers can not be distinguished from one another.310

fi-Glucanase.—A number of enzymes are involved in /3-

glucan degradation during malting and mashing.25 Insoluble

'hemicellulosic' /3-glucan is released by relatively heat stable
enzymes about which little is known at present. The soluble

high molecular weight glucan which is formed, is split by

endo-/3,(l->-3)gIucanase into smaller but still very large

/8-glucans. These in turn are degraded into yet smaller /3-

glucans by barley-endo-/3-glucanase and endo-/3,(l->4>

glucanasc. Malt also contains exoglucanases and glucosidases

which act on the relatively small saccharides formed from the

/3-glucans.1"'245 Different malting procedures can affect the

different j3-glucanases unequally216-"5 so that methods have

been developed for measuring the activities separately.

There is little interest, so far as brewing is concerned, in

measuring cxo-glucanasc activity since the main interest is in

decreasing the size of large /3-glucans rather than in producing

fermentable sugars.

In several reports, /3-glucanase activity has been measured

by the increase in reducing sugars produced from laminarin179

or lichenin.2'7 Such assays do not seem suitable for measuring

endo-/3-glucanase activity in wort because of the presence of

exo-glucanases.

Measurements of the decrease in viscosity of ethylhydroxy-

ethylcellulose or carboxymcthylccllulose have been used to

determine /3-glucanase activity.215 These (l->4)-l inked glucans

are unsuitable for measuring the activity of endo-/3,(l->3)-

glucanase or barley-endo-/?-glucanase.24' Nevertheless

hydroxyethylcellulose has been used successfully to show

development of hemicellulase activity in later stages of barley

germination.209

The decrease in viscosity ofcarboxymethylpachyman can be

used to measure endo-j8,(l->3)-glucanase activity specifically.

However the large influence of metal ions decreases the

reliability of this method.215

Many workers measure/3-glucanase activity with substrates

derived from malt or barley. Unfortunately the/3-glucan used

is often ofa relatively small size, extracted after inactivation of

the enzymes which would release more complex jS-glucans
and purified in a way which would cause precipitation and

removal of the larger /3-glucans.23i This type of gum is not

identical with that causing brewery problems. It docs not seem

to affect wort separation15-27 or cause difficulties with filtration

or precipitate formation.78-160

The/3-glucan extracted from barley at 65°C has been used as

a substrate by some analysts.47 It is more viscous than /3-glucan
extracted at 40°C and more dilute solutions can be used.

Measurement of the/3-glucanasc activity in the malt, using this

substrate, correlates in some cases at least with the specific

viscosities of the wort produced.48

Other workers have tried to obtain large /?-glucans by

extracting barley with papain solution either at 20°C" or

40°C.322 Unfortunately many commercial preparations of

papain contain endo-/?,(l->3)-glucanase which will affect the
composition of the /3-glucan preparation. A rapid method for

preparing a large j3-glucan substrate from barley has been
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described which involves mixing the ground barley with

papain and extracting at 85°C.M The preparation also contains

large amounts of pentosan and protein.

The 'hemiccllulosic' /3-glucan extracted from barley by

alkali or the high molecular weight /3-glucan extracted from

short grown green malt83* are in theory very good substrates

for measuring the activity of the jS-glucanases which influence

extract recovery and beer properties. There are, however, great

difficulties in obtaining standard preparations of substrate

solutions, and these do not keep since the very large /3-glucans

tend to aggregate readily.2*

It has recently been found that extraction of barley (lour

with hydrazine hydrate yields a /3-glucan of about the same

molecular size as that extracted with hot water from short

grown malt or barley flakes.118'1 The hydrazine splits peptide

bonds in the /3-glucan in the endosperm cell wall and also
destroys the /3-glucanases which could degrade the /3-glucan.
The solubilizcd/3-glucan has a relatively well defined molecular

size and it is hoped that this will prove to be a suitable sub

strate to measure /3-glucanasc activity in malts.

The /3-glucans which form gelatinous preciptates could be
isolated from beer for use as substrates. Detailed studies of the

isolated precipitate suggest it is the type of/3-glucan responsible

for high wort viscosities.1" But, not surprisingly, it is difficult

to get a standard preparation. Sometimes this 0-glucan con

tains both /3,(l->3)- and j9,(l->4)- sequences01" and is therefore

a substrate for all the enzymes which attack soluble /3-glucans.

However, in some cases few"7 or noI!S adjacent /3-1,3-linkages

arc found and such preparations would not be attacked by

endo-/3,(l->3)-glucanase. Since some, at least, of this/3-glucan
fraction is formed by polymerization of smaller /3-glucans

during fermentation,4'-22' it is not surprising that the composi

tion is variable. It has also been reported that the /3-glucan

prepared from beer is retrograded and difficult to degrade

enzymically;105 perhaps this was due to choice ofan unsuitable

enzyme preparation.

Barley /3-glucan coupled to a dye has been tested as a sub
strate for malt/S-glucanase.217-361 In addition to the difficulty of

obtaining a suitable standard /3-glucan, there arc difficulties in

obtaining reproducible staining of substances like /3-glucan.

Added endo-/3,(l->4)-glucanase reduced the viscosity of

finely ground malt when suspensions were heated in a Bra-

bender viscograph.373 It may be possible to develop an assay

for the activity of endo-/3-glucanascs in a malt extract using a

ground barley or malt substrate in this apparatus.

The present situation is that there is no reliable simple

method for measuring the /3-glucanase activities of a malt. In

many cases it is not necessary to know the activity—e.g. if the

viscosity measurements and extract recovery show there is

little high molecular weight /3-glucan in the malt. In other

situations it seems that sufficient information can be obtained

by measuring the difference between viscosity of a mash made

at 80°C and that of a Congress mash.10-20.311 A large difference

indicates a high /3-glucanase activity. This method, however,

only applies to an all-malt mash made from the batch of malt

analysed and docs not indicate directly if the enzyme content

would be suitable to deal with /S-glucans in other malts or

cereals in the grist. The/3-glucanase activity of the malt is very
important when using unmalted barley adjunct.18-78 Assays

could obviously be designed to measure the activity of the malt

in a grist containing the barley to be used. For quality control

purposes, specification of a minimum /3-glucanase activity can

ensure that the /S-glucans are sufficiently degraded during

malting and mashing.*7'1"11

In designing laboratory assays to predict brewing perform

ance i( is important to remember that malt endo-/3-glucanases

are heat-labile enzymes. They are protected to some extent in

thick mashes'25 and by thiol groups or metal chelating

agents.122 The mash pH is also important.20

Finally it should be noted that /3-glucanasc activity is some

times used as an indicator of the way in which a malt has been

kilned.47 This can only be satisfactory if sufficient is known

about the barley and germination conditions to estimate the

expected activity.

Penlosans anil Pentosanases.—Pentosans are associated with

/3-glucans not only structurally in the walls of barley cells,110-278

but also in the problems which they cause in malting and

brewing. The viscosity of purified pentosan solutions has been

measured2' and the increase in viscosity caused by association

between /3-glucans and pentosans reported. Some pentosans
from beer bind strongly to large polymers and materials such

as filter paper,150 being eluted in N-NaOH but not in water, and

pentosans are known to form part of the aggregates which

impede wort run-off323, to interfere with the recovery of starch

from cereals201 and to be present in the gums which cause pre

cipitates or filtration difficulties in beer. Purified pentosan has

also been shown to cause premature yeast flocculation.'53

Despite the importance of pentosans and pentosanases it

seems that for practical purposes it is not necessary to measure

them directly in malt analysis. Sufficient information can be

obtained from the analyses which indicate /3-glucan content

and /3-glucanasc activity.

A method for assaying pentosanase using araboxylan from

spent grains has been described.122 It is known that there are

several different pentosanases just as there are different

/3-glucanases.292

Extract Viscosity.—The viscosity of /6-glucans and pento

sans has already been mentioned, and measurement of extract

viscosity is now a common feature of malt analysis.

The Institute of Brewing Analysis Committee have recom

mended a method using an Ostwald viscomelcr size B at

2(TC.16S The EBC Analysis Committee does not specify any

particular viscometcr. Epprecht,05 Hoppler,179-323 Ubbelhode301

and Ostwald size A15 viscometers are used by various people.178

Care should be taken that residual enzymic activity docs not

affect the results. Unboiled Congress worts show a consider

able decrease in viscosity within a day.1" It has been found that

measurements of the viscosities of normal loB mashes are not

very useful for malt analysis,107 and a different type of labora

tory mash may be more discriminating.

Wort Run Off/Mash Filtration.—The EBC Analysis Com

mittee recommends that the speed of extract filtration should

be recorded as 'normal' or 'slow' and no other expressions

should be used. The loB Analysis Committee Recommended

Methods include no comment on extract filtration. There is,

however, a great need for an analytical method which will pre

dict difficulties in obtaining the extract in the brcwhouse as a

result of problems with wort run off.

For a long time many analysts have recorded the turbidity

of the wort obtained from a Congress mash or a Hartong 65°

mash as an indication of run-off behaviour.218 The cause of the

turbidity in these mashes is uncertain but conditions which

favour proteolysis give less turbid worts.72 For instance, lower

ing the pH during mashing can cause faster filtration,10 a fact

which should be taken into account when comparing labora

tory and brewery performance. However, the turbidity does

not correlate with run-off problems in the brewery and there is

no evidence that insoluble or incompletely degraded protein is

a major factor in poor wort separation.

Certain commercial experience with wet milling and labora

tory investigations both suggest that the malts which take up

water most rapidly show the fastest wort separation.383 A

simple test was developed which measures the weight of water

taken up in 5 min by SOg malt, but only preliminary results

have been reported with this method.

Laboratory sieve analysis of the grist is sometimes consid

ered important and the role of husk fragments in wort separa

tion has been established for a long time. Set mashes can occur

with overmodificd malts because insufficient large husk particles

survive dry milling. Sieve analysis gives insufficient informa

tion about the nature of the smaller particles and is not always

able to detect the malts which cause filtration problems.

Nevertheless abnormal wort filtrations are often correlated

with an abnormally high proportion of coarse grits.27
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A laboratory mash filter has been described which shows

that the wort run off time is greatly influenced by the number

of small insoluble particles in the mash bed." Even grists from

well-modified malts contain small fragments derived from in

completely digested endosperm cell wall, with associated

starch and protein, but there is relatively more of the material

in grists from undermodified malts." These small particles

combine with one another, and possibly with other protein,

polyphenol, lipid and polysaccharide components, to form

aggregates which impede wort run off.1* The apparatus easily

shows the effects of various adjuncts in slowing down flow

rates and can detect differences between malts when the grist

contains a standard addition of wheat flour. A modified

version of the mash filter when used by a skilled operator can

show differences between some all-malt grists,27 but it is too

difficult to use for routine analysis.

Another form of laboratory mash filter has been developed

which it is claimed not only distinguishes between malts, with

or without a wheat adjunct, but also gives measurements of

wort run ofT and yield which correlate with brewery experi

ences.53 Other analysts arc also attempting to develop filtration

apparatus which will predict brewhouse filtration behaviour."0

A micro-mashing apparatus has also been developed to

measure wort separation using 1 kg of malt and a deep mash-

bed (1-6 m). With this apparatus the pressure build up across

the bed, and the degree of compaction of the bed, are meas

ured when a fixed volume of liquid is collected in a chosen

time.13-8* Increased viscosity not only decreases the rate of

drainage through the filter bed but it will also decrease the rate

at which solutes are extracted from the particles.

Therefore /3-glucans and pentosans are involved in slowing

down wort separation, although the most troublesome poly

mers are probably those remaining insoluble in the mash bed

fines and decreasing the average pore size, rather than those

contributing to viscosity. Analysis shows that higher /3-glucan

and pentosan concentrations in the spent grains are associated

with run-off difficulties,383 and added endo-/J-glucanase in

creases the flow-rate by dissolving more of the insoluble

/J-glucan.74 (The decreased flow-rate obtained with some

glucanase preparations220 is probably due to contaminating

enzymes and can also be observed with some protease prepara

tions. Possibly these enzymes split some of the peptide bonds

in the /3-glucan remaining in the cell \vall"2a and the liberated

high molecular weight j3-glucan decreases the rate of run-off.

In addition, the insoluble residues which remain may be more

able to form the troublesome fine particles). A high wort

viscosity indicates the likelihood that much /J-glucan and
pentosan remains in the fines and relatively viscous worts arc

usually associated with slower run-off rates or loss ofextract.32*

Since mashing at 80°C extracts large /3-glucans without

degrading them, difficulties in separating the wort from a

mash at 80°C are a good indication of potential difficulties in

lautering and filtration.30 Mixing dry-milled malt with papain

before mashing at 85°C perhaps releases even more of the

normally insoluble cell wall material.95 A test to predict run

off problems might be developed using such an extract.

It is often found that the difference between coarse and fine-

grind extracts gives a good indication of run-off behaviour.

However, very undermodified malt or a badly kilned malt can

show a small fine-coarse difference. A small difference can only

be interpreted reliably if sufficient is known about the barley

used (variety or potential extract) to know that the coarse

grind extract is as high as would be expected from a satis

factorily modified sample. On the other hand a large difference

always indicates potential problems.

Beer Filtration.—Substances which by association with the

small fragments of cell walls hinder wort separation, i.e. /}-

glucans, pentosans, higher dextrins, large polypcptides and

polyphenols, also cause difficulties with beer filtration 120-1M

Whilst there is no satisfactory correlation between any malt

analysis and beer filterability,97-188 a highly viscous wort

indicates the possibility of filtration difficulties—particularly

if the mashing procedure has included a rest or sparge at high

temperature to solubilize large gums. The clarification of beers

cannot be predicted from the clarity of Congress worts.285

The fact that similar malts gave quite different beer filtera-

bilitics, when used under as near identical conditions as

possible in three different breweries5" illustrates the difficulty

of predicting the properties of beer from malt analysis. Recent

work has shown that one reason for differences between brew

ing plants is that vigorous agitation of the mash can greatly

increase the amount of j8-glucan dissolved. The j3-glucan

aggregates during fermentation to form larger molecules47 or

to form particles which block the beer filter sheets.220

Fermentability.—The fermcntability and attenuation limit

of a wort depend mainly on the fermentable sugars it contains

and cannot be inferred from other measurements such as those

for diastatic power.75-218-3" The amount of alcohol which can

be produced from a malt is very important to distillers and for

them the laboratory measurement of spirit yield is very

valuable. For breweries the measurement of fermentability is

much less important, since complete conversion of carbohy

drate to alcohol is not desired, and within wide limits the

attenuation limit does not directly affect the quality of many

beers."6 On the other hand, incomplete fermentation of the

sugars in the wort can cause various flavour defects and

difficulties with yeast separation. There is accordingly a need

for a test to show that the malt gives a normal wort.

Fermentability is measured by pitching a boiled wort with a

relatively large quantity ofyeast and calculating the percentage

of fermentable matter from the decrease in specific gravity.41

Various pitching rates and times and temperatures of fermenta

tion are used.8'11'-121-127-318 Agreement between laboratories

tends to be poor with this analysis but much of the disagree

ment arises because the pitching yeast is not standard. Not only

are different strains of yeast capable of fermenting different

sugars127 but the physiological state of the yeast makes a great

deal of difference. This will be particularly important in assays

which are carried out in 3 or 4 hours. The detailed mashing

conditions make a great difference to the fcrmcntability of

worts prepared from a malt,2'2 and mashing methods which

allow for a period of enzymic activity at 63°C give attentua-

tions closer to those obtained in practice than do Congress

mashes.3"

Some of the methods involve diluting the wort to a relatively

low gravity before fermentation.8'318 This introduces the danger

that some yeast nutrients may be present at concentrations

sufficiently low to slow down the rate of yeast growth and give

a false estimate of the fermentable sugar concentration. This

difficulty can be surmounted either by using a much higher

yeast concentration, or by adding supplements which would

supply the missing nutrients.8-*4 Analyses with and without

supplements, or using different yeast concentrations, could be

used to confirm that vitamins or other vital nutrients arc

present in sufficient amounts in the malt. Concentrations of

these nutrients can sometimes be so low in worts made with

adjuncts that fermentation is affected.

Measurement of the concentrations of the individual

fermentable sugars in a laboratory wort does not seem to give

any advantage over laboratory measurement of attenuation so

far as prediction of fermentation in the brewery is concerned.286

Fermentation tests using pitching rates and fermentation

conditions imitating brewery conditions are also used, particu

larly with malts made from new varieties of barley. This sort of

test can show significant correlation between brewery results

and micro brewing tests with the same lot of malt.313

Colour.—Methods for measuring 'malt colour' do not in

fact determine the colour of malt itself but the colour of a

standard laboratory wort which has been protected from strong

light, clarified if necessary, and measured as soon as possible

by visual comparison with standard colour discs. With Con

gress mashes (as with IoB mashes) the turbidity of the wort

affects the results and it is claimed that mashing procedures

involving a stand at about 63°C give clear worts and lower
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colours. Nevertheless, Ihe results are no more reproducible.353

Many analysts would like to replace the visual comparison by

measurement with a spectrophotometer, but it has not yet

been agreed to use a spectrophotometer in the recommended

method since the results do not always rank malts in the same

order of colour intensity as found when using the colour discs

and, at present ,thc visual comparisons arc as useful as

measurements with spectrophotometers." It seems inevitable

that eventually the reference method will involve a spectro

photometer. The colour discs are not sufficiently standard

ized, but a solution of a pure substance such as potassium

dichromate can provide a reproducible colour at any time and

in any laboratory. Moreover, the basic interest in malt colour

is in connection with its effect on beer colour and the latter is

measured spectrophotomclrically.

The need to measure the colour without delay and to protect

the sample from strong light is a consequence of the fact that

the colour is not stable but is readily intensified. The reasons

for this are complex and not fully understood.332 Part of the

increase is due to enzymic reactions and part to chemical

reactions which can involve a large number of compounds.

Changes occur during mashing, wort boiling and cooling and

gradually, with time, during fermentation and beer storage.

Consequently there is little correlation between the malt

colour determined by analysis and the colours of sweet wort,

boiled wort or beer.215-217

The recommended methods are reasonably satisfactory with

more highly coloured malts but are not capable of showing

when a lightly coloured malt will give a higher beer colour

than usual. Results with traditionally produced malts led to

the suggestion that green malt contains an inhibitor which

prevents the increase in colour on wort boiling, and the extent

to which the inhibitor is destroyed depends upon the curing

conditions.358 Evidence for such an inhibitor is, however,

indirect and it is more likely that it is the low content of

colourless preme/anoidins2'2 rather than the presence of in

hibitors which accounts for the small increase in colour on

boiling worts from lightly kilned malts. Whatever the reason,

higher curing temperatures cause a greater increase in colour

in boiled wort.33" With some newer malting procedures the

green malt contains more a-amino acids and sugars than usual

and a less intense kilning programme is used to obtain a

sufficiently low malt colour. With such malts, despite the low

kilning temperatures, the boiled wort and beer colours are

often unexpectedly high. At present no analysis predicts the

increase in colour on boiling and it is unlikely to be simply

related to the amino acid and sugar content of the wort.

As expected, there is a much better correlation between the

colours of boiled wort and beer.8"-308 Methods have been

described for measuring the increase in colour of wort boiled,

cooled and filtered under standard conditions (Kolbach-

Zastrow coloration).32-310 The original method involved

measuring colour at 430 nm but subsequently standard EBC

colour discs have been used.

Another method has been described which differs in the

details of wort boiling and involves a longer cooling period."

The poor agreement between laboratories when measuring

colour of boiled wort is partly due to differences in the manner

of heating and cooling, but mainly to differences in removal of

turbidity. Methods have been suggested to standardize the

procedures used.108-3"

Increasing the a-amino acid content gives more colour on

boiling the wort, but other reactions are also involved and

there is no simple relationship between the colour of the boiled

wort, or the increase in colour, and either the total soluble

nitrogen or a-amino nitrogen of the wort.33-18".33"-332 Poly-

phenols are also involved and treatment with Polyclar AT

reduces the colour formed on boiling whilst added catcchin

increases it.330

Since malt colour measurements do not indicate the expected

beer colour, and give little useful information about the malt,

a reliable test involving boiled wort colour would be very use

ful. For the test to relate to brewing practice the pH of the

mash should be controlled, since more colour is formed at

higher pH over the range 4-5-5-5,160-330 and the access of air

should compare with that in the brewhouse since air increases

the colour.180 Finally, since the time during which a wort is

kept hot significantly affects the colour found on subsequent

boiling,18'-332 the laboratory mash should be kept hot for a

suitable time, rather than rapidly cooled, prior to boiling.

One report suggests that beer colour can be held within a

satisfactory range provided that the a-amino nitrogen content

of the IoB mash is within closely defined limits (0-13-0-16% of

dry wt).189 This may be true for a particular brewery but seems

unlikely to be generally valid and exceptions were noted even

in the original report.

PolyphenohlTannoids.—Haze is formed in beer because it

contains large polypcptides and tannins which interact.71 The

exact nature of the tannins involved is still not clear. They can

be formed from certain dimcric polyphenols in the presence of

oxygen, whilst many other polyphenols do not form, or act as,

tannins.210 Various methods exist for extracting and measuring

polyphenols in malt77 but most of these analyses are of little

practical use since the formation of tannins is highly dependent

on the changes which the simpler polyphenols undergo during

and after mashing.

One test which is claimed to be useful involves measuring

the 'tannoid' content of malt. This is determined from the

amount ofa particular grade of polyvinylpyrrolidone required

to precipitate the tannoid extracted either anaerobically in

water at 25°C or in 75 % acetone.73 Malts with a high tannoid

content in general give beers with a low concentration of

polypeptides likely to form haze with tannins, and thus give

beers with a satisfactory shelf-life.71

If the barley has a low nitrogen content, malts with a high

tannoid content are usually obtained.286 The value, however,

depends on the variety and growth conditions and also on the

extent of modification of the malt. In general, good brewing

malts tend to have a high tannoid content.70-73

Reducing Power.—Reducing substances in the malt are

measured by comparing, with colour standards, the colour

formed when a filtered 20 C mash is treated with ammoniacal

silver nitrate.221 The reducing power of the malt depends on

that of the barley from which it is made but also on the malting

and kilning conditions.31-220 In general the reducing power

parallels the tannoid content in the malt and good brewing

malts have high reducing powers.70-73 A distinction can be made

between the reducing substances which are polyphenols, and

those which are not (reported as reductones) by removing the

polyphenols on a column of PVPP.31 Various other methods

have been proposed for measuring reducing compounds and

for distinguishing classes of compounds which are oxidized at

different rates.195 These methods, however, are essentially wort

analyses and the results arc greatly influenced by mashing

conditions.

Viscograph.—It has been reported that much can be learned

about the quality of a malt by examining how the viscosity of a

fine grind mash changes with temperature.373-374-375 Most of the

viscosity change is due to the gclatinization and subsequent

amylolysis of starch, but protease and /3-glucanasc also affect

the pattern observed. It has been suggested that the viscograph

would be valuable in quality control in a makings. However,

since different barley varieties (and presumably samples grown

under different conditions) show different patterns it is un

likely that it will be very useful for analysing commercial malt

mixtures.

Acrospire length.—The measurement of acrospire length

relative to the length of the grain can still be useful when the

malting conditions arc known to the analyst since it gives a

good indication of the homogeneity of the sample.327 Com

mercial malls are usually mixtures from different lots, and in

these mixtures acrospire length and distribution do not

correspond with malt quality.215

Homogeneity.—Many analysts emphasize the need for some
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test to determine the homogeneity of a malt sample, since in

many analyses a mixture of equal parts of two very dissimilar

malts can give the same result as a uniform sample with inter

mediate properties, whilst the brewhousc and fermentation

behaviour of the two samples could be quite different. The

averaging effect of many analyses is shown very clearly in the

Hartong 4-mash procedure. It is claimed that the Evaluation

Number of a mixture of two malts is the average value

expected from the proportions of the malts used and their

respective Evaluation Numbers, and that this also applies to

the proportional extract (VZ) obtained at each of the four

mashing temperatures.111-"8-3"1

The homogeneity of the malt can be examined by most of

the tests which examine the structure of the malt. These in

clude sinker tests, acrospire length, inspection for mealiness,

dye penetration, use of the Sclerometer or Murbimeter and

some methods for using the Brabender hardness meter.

Enzymic tests, or the results of analysing mashes, usually give

no direct indication of homogeneity. Recently a test has been

described in which longitudinally cut half sections of malt arc

mashed, in water at 65°C.280 This test shows the combined

effect of modification during malting and mashing, and also

shows the homogeneity of the sample. Presumably by control

of the mashing conditions more information could be obtained

about individual enzymic activities.

Although homogeneity is regarded as desirable it seems that,

provided the malt can be milled satisfactorily, uniformity is

not necessary and considerable heterogeneity can be tolerated.

Thus, good malt can contain up to 20% sinkers310 or up to 6%

'glassy' corns382 and preliminary results with the half corn

mash test290 suggest that up to 20% of the malt in the sample

can be 'undermodified' without causing problems with brew

ery yield; in fact such problems are only found when about

40% of the grains are undermodified. Normally, within a

batch there are variations in modification and extract due to

differences in corn size,130-333 but this is accepted and usually

causes no problems. Brewers find that up to 25 % lower grade

malt can be used without introducing problems331 and inferior

malt is sometimes used up in this way.

The proteolytic enzymes of malt have little effect on the

nitrogenous compounds in barley during mashing, so that the

wort nitrogen and both the amount and nature of the a-amino

acids depend upon the amount of malt used in a barley

adjunct mash.101 Similarly the proteolytic activities of well

modified corns do not greatly affect the nitrogenous constitu

ents of less well modified corns in a mixture, so the analytical

results agree with those calculated by simply adding the

contributions from the individual components in the

mixture."-"8

In a detailed study of brewing with mixtures of malt, with

and without rice as adjunct, it was found that with up to about

30% of poor malt, most of the analytical results were as

expected from the proportions of the two malts used. This

included the Evaluation Number, Kolbach Index, a-amino

acid and soluble nitrogen contents, the extract in a Hartong

mash at 80°C, and the viscosity of 12% wort.379 The fine-coarse

extract difference was somewhat less than expected and so was

the lautering time, so that the good malt to some extent up

graded the poor malt. On the other hand, the fermentation

time was longer with the poor malt and the fermentation be

haviour of the mixtures was worse than would be predicted.

The results with mixtures of malts are complemented by

many studies of brewing with adjuncts. It is known that

malt usually contains excess a-amylase so that even in mashes

with 50% barley, the starch can be hydrolyscd satisfactorily88

and even up to 60% barley the saccharifkation time can be

normal.197 Mixtures of malts are therefore unlikely to be short

of a-amylase although the /S-atnylase content will depend on

the kilning conditions.

Brewing with barley can give worts with high viscosity,

although this docs not normally cause problems when using

malts with high enzyme activities, and wort viscosity can be

almost normal without added enzymes even with 20% raw

barley." Brewing with undcrmodificd malt is more likely to

cause viscosity and run-off problems because the cell wall

has been partially modified and is more likely to give fractions

which impede wort separation280 and more of the large,

viscous, jS-glucan is dissolved on mashing than is the case

with raw barley.328 But the properties of mixtures are unlikely

to be worse than would be predicted from analyses of the

components of the mixture.

In general it seems that the importance of homogeneity

has been over-emphasized and also that current analyses

can predict the properties of mixtures of malts (although the

Recommended Methods arc inadequate for this purpose).

Dimethyl Sulphide.—It is now known that the concentration

of dimethyl sulphide (DMS, an important flavour component)

in beer depends on the properties of the malt used.4

The DMS content of the malt can be measured198-273-58' but

this is irrelevant to the OMS content of beer.188 It is the

amount of DMS precursor in malt which is important since

it gives DMS during wort boiling and fermentation. The

total precursor content can be measured by heating ground

malt with normal alkali for one hour at 100°C and then

measuring the DMS by gas liquid chromatography.387-388

Unfortunately there are two different precursors, and at

present there is no simple analysis to distinguish the pre

cursor which is metabolized by yeast to DMS from the pre

cursor which gives DMS only as a result of chemical decom

position during beer production.38" Both precursors contribute

to beer DMS but their relative importance depends on the

brewing and fermentation conditions used.

Arsenic.—Since the arsenic in foodstuffs must not exceed a

permitted level, the Recommended Methods of the loB

include a method for determining arsenic in malt which

involves comparison of the staining of a mercuric chloride

paper in a Gutzeit apparatus with the stains produced by

standard solutions of arsenic trioxidc in hydrochloric acid.

Glucose.—A rapid lest has been described which is designed

primarily to detect whether the malt has been made by a

process, such as the Belmalt process, which leads to an

abnormally high glucose content. The test involves the use

of indicator papers, such as are used in detecting glucose

in urine.213

Bromide.—The content of brominated compounds in

malt can be determined by ashing the sample in an oxygen

combustion flask, oxidizing the bromide in the ash to

bromate with hypochlorite, and measuring the bromatc

iodometrically.82 Analysis has shown that kilned malt contains

no bromate as such,82 and the test cannot distinguish between

bromide introduced by bromate treatment during malting and

bromide from agrochcmicals or from pesticides present during

storage. The analysis is therefore of limited use.

Mall for Distilling.—Little has been published about the

special analyses required for distilling malts, but in general

the same types of analyses are used as with malts for brew

ing.237 The yield of alcohol from the malt, expressed as

spirit yield, is a very important analysis but it depends on a

fermentation test which obviously is dependent on both

mashing and fermentation conditions and is not yet fully

standardized.

Methods have been described which measure steam volatile

phenols200 or phenols extracted in ether under acid conditions,

as a measure of the peating treatment of the malt for whisky

manufacture.239-81"

Suitability of Present Malt Analysis

There are frequent complaints that present analyses are not

satisfactory to predict the brewing performance of a malt, but

the deficiencies seem to be overstated. The various systems

of Recommended Methods are certainly not sufficient in

themselves but they were developed to provide a basis for

commercial transactions relating mainly to the amount of

extract which a brewer could obtain from the malt and were
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not intended to predict performance under particular brew-

house conditions. Thus, they give little information about the

nature of the extract, how easily it can be obtained or the

properties of the beer which can be made from it. Since

brewers can make widely different products from similar

malts, using a wide variety of brewing processes, it is ex

tremely unlikely that any standardized Recommended

Methods will predict performance under all conditions of

malt usage.

Despite the complaints, it seems that many brewers arc

reasonably content with the methods available. Some brewers

know sufficient about the way the malt was made, and the

quality of the barley used, to have confidence that a few

simple analyses will predict how the malt will behave. For

them the important analyses are left to the maltsters, who

ensure that the malt produced is of the right quality. A

second group of brewers satisfied with the methods include

those who can control the brewing process to such an extent

that the quality of the malt is not very critical. The fermen

tation pattern and beer properties are affected to such an

extent by other materials and processes used (which can

include enzymes, hop constituents, adjuncts, priming sugars,

caramels and haze and foam treatments) that little more may

be required from the malt analysis than confirmation that

sufficient extract will be obtained in the brewhouse used and

that the soluble nitrogen content is satisfactory. A third

group who find available analyses to be adequate are those

who already use some of the special analyses which have been

devised to detect particular problems which they might

encounter.

Brewers who are dissatisfied with the analyses are usually

those who make maximum demands on their malt, without

always knowing much about how the malt was produced.

The numbers dissatisfied have increased and continue to

increase as brewery production methods are accelerated and

made less flexible, as barleys tend to be bulked before or

after malting, and as usage of cereal adjuncts changes. There

is accordingly a need for analyses which will predict the

performance of a malt under defined and exacting brewing

conditions irrespective of the origin of the malt. Unfortu

nately, although it seems likely that a combination of the

analyses already described should perform this function, very

few of them have been extensively tesled in brewing practice.

Analysis in Future

Recent discussions involving the Barley Committee and the

Analysis Committee of the loB and the Technical Committee

of the Maltsters' Association of Great Britain reaffirmed

that whilst the Recommended Methods must be rigidly

followed in order to get consistent results, they are useful

and likely to be even more useful when the new rotating

disc mill is the only mill used.1"

These analyses are suitable for commercial transactions but

should not be expected to predict the brewing performance

of the malt since the wort produced for analysis is quite

unlike that produced in the brewery. It was also decided that

certain supplementary analyses should be included in the

Recommended Methods but that these methods could not be

properly examined until suitable and reproducible milling

conditions were established. Suitable milling conditions have

now been found and, in the relatively near future, it is likely

that several new Recommended Methods will be published.

Meanwhile, of the analytical methods which have already been

described, the analyses set out below seem to be the most

suitable for current use. Sometimes alternatives are given

when there is little to choose between (hem. It must be

emphasized that a combination of tests is required to assess

the suitability of malt for a particular brewing process and

that amount of extract, case of obtaining extract, fermen

tation properties and predicted properties of the beer should

all be measured.

Moisture Content.—The amount of water in malt is mea

sured satisfactorily by the various Recommended Methods.

It is important to know if the moisture content is high since

this can affect dry milling performance and mashing con

ditions, and it is obviously necessary to measure the water

content to fix the purchase price.

Homogeneity.—Whilst it is unnecessary to measure homo

geneity if sufficient other analyses arc done, it has proved to

be very useful to measure it when only a few analyses arc

done. The most satisfactory methods at present involve

use of the Murbimeter or Scierometcr with which a relatively

large number of corns can be examined objectively. Other

tests, with greater risk of sampling errors, involve examining

individual corns visually. Of these the recently developed

test of "mashing" individual half-corns seems more in

formative and as easy to use as the tests for determination of

mealiness.

Extract Content.—Cold water extract measurement is now

largely ignored by brewers. The relative yield (VZ) at 20°C is

measured in determining the Hartong Evaluation Number

but measurement of what is extracted in cold water is of

little direct relevance to brewing behaviour.

Hot water extract on the other hand is of vital importance.

Despite the fact that the milling and mashing conditions are

quite unlike those in the brewery there is usually a good

correlation between laboratory extract and brewhouse extract,

provided there are no troubles with run-off in the brewery.

Current methods of extract determination are suitable for

commercial transactions, but it has become apparent that

inefficient milling due to wear on laboratory mills is much

more important in inter-laboratory comparisons than was

realized, and high extract measurements are obtained when a

mill is overhauled or replaced. More attention needs to be

paid to this in future. Correlations are obtained between

laboratory and brewery extracts even with worn mills but

the exact correlation will change as either the laboratory or

brewery mill becomes worn. Maltsters and brewers are in

creasingly becoming convinced of the value of measuring

both fine and coarse grind extracts. When both are used,

individual breweries can determine for themselves the best

correlation between laboratory extracts and brewhouse

yields.215

Although the current methods are satisfactory for com

mercial transactions there are probably advantages in

changing the mashing procedure when the analysis is per

formed to predict performance in the brewery. Thus the

Congress mashing procedure is increasingly being changed to

include a stand at about 6TCJ'-3i2 Since more material is

extracted at sparging temperatures or during boiling of part

of the mash in the brewery, the laboratory mash should

include a period at increased temperature near the end.

It would seem more reasonable to use mash thicknesses

comparable with those used in the brewery and to use brewery

liquor instead of distilled water. The extract composition

should then resemble brewery wort more closely and tests

on the properties of the extract (e.g. amino acid or ferment-

ability determinations) should be more relevant. Research is

in progress at the Brewing Research Foundation to see if

this is the case. Many of these points are also taken into

account in a proposed new analysis imitating Continental

mashing procedures.201

Yield of Extract.—The hot water extract obtained from a

malt depends on the way it is milled and mashed, so some

form of test is required to see how readily the extract can be

obtained in the brewery. The EBC fine-coarse difference is

often found to be very useful when examining lager malts

and the fine-coarse extract difference method described by

Stowell is reported to be useful with British malts which

tend to be more highly modified than are Continental malts.

Adoption by the IoB of the Miag disc mill as the recom

mended mill allows more convenient measurement of fine-

coarse extract differences and the suitability of this measure-
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merit for predicting malt performance in infusion mashing

will now be explored more thoroughly. Alternatively it is

often found that some form of Hardness meter (Brabender,

Murbimeter or Sclerometer) provides the necessary in

formation about the ease of milling and consequently the

availability of extract.

The above tests are those most suitable for a maltster to

examine the properties and uniformity of the malt he pro

duces but for control in individual breweries it would be more

reasonable to use the analytical milling conditions which

give results most closely corresponding with the extract

yield in the brewery. These will depend on the milling con

ditions used in the brewery.

Recovery of Extract.—Measurement with laboratory

mashes of the case with which the extract can be dissolved

does not give all the information relevant to brewhouse

operations. It is important to remember that measurement

of extract in a laboratory mash does not necessarily reflect

the difficulty of separating the extract in the brewery.

Difficulties in wort separation using decoction or tem

perature programmed mashes can usually be predicted from

the viscosity of a Congress wort or from worts mashed at

65°C, 70°C or 80°C.19'S0-31 Some time ago it was reported that

the range of viscosities in loB mashes is very limited,107 but

it was not stated if any of the malts examined gave run-off

problems. The range of viscosities of IoB worts would

probably be increased if the temperature at the end of mashing

were increased to 70°C or 75°C to dissolve more of the rela

tively insoluble gums which would normally be extracted

by sparging in the brewery. The viscosity measurement would

then probably detect inferior malts. Measurement of the

laboratory wort viscosity is also a valuable analysis to

predict possible problems with fermentability,20 or j8-glucan
precipitates in the finished beer.128 It is sometimes used to

predict beer filtration behaviour30 but the prediction is not

always correct since the brewing and fermentation conditions

can greatly affect the filterability.229-309

As mentioned earlier (under Wort Run Off/Mash Filtration)

measurement of viscosity is only an indirect measure of the

cause of wort separation problems, since it is the insoluble

fine particles rather than the soluble polymers which impede

run off. It therefore seems likely that some form of filtration

test could give useful information about wort separation.

Such a lest would also detect those cases where run off

difficulties are caused by overmodification resulting in too

fine milling of the malt. Unfortunately, whilst various forms

of filtration test have been and are being, developed,"-27-189

no suitable small scale test is available as yet.

It should be observed that, so far, there docs not seem to be

a case of a malt giving poor run-off behaviour in these

filtration tests which would not have been detected by other

analytical methods, such as grist analysis when the problem

is due to abnormal milling behaviour, or viscosity of a mash

at 70°C or fine/coarse difference when undermodified malt

with normal sieve analysis is used. Filtration tests may be

very useful in predicting poor brewhouse behaviour when

adjuncts are used, since the differences between malts then

seem to be more critical" and the differences may be too

small to detect in other analyses. However, as far as all-

malt brews are concerned, or brews with adjuncts which

do not give considerable quantities of mash tun fines, there

does not at presentseem to beany need for a wort separation test.

Carbohydrases.—Measurements of diastatic power, a-

amylase, ,6-glucanase, or saccharification time, do not seem

to be particularly useful for most modern brewing processes

not involving cereal adjuncts. Determinations of the yield of

extract and of wort viscosity show if there are likely to be

brewhouse problems due to the deficiencies of these enzymes.

Measurement of the carbohydrases, of starch disappearance,

or of reducing sugars formed, do not indicate the extent to

which fermentable sugars are formed, so the assays do not

reliably predict the course of fermentation or the properties

of the beer produced. Some analysts suggest that a specifi

cation fora-amylasc might be used to ensure that an adequate

germination period has been used, whilst /3-glucanasc deter

mination could be used as a check on the kilning procedure.'-™

However, both germination period and kilning procedure

can be varied considerably without adversely affecting the

suitability of the malt for many brewery processes, and suffi

cient information can be obtained about the malt quality

without measuring these enzyme activities.

Although the activity of a-amylase and /?-glucanase in the
malt is very important when using certain cereal adjuncts,

it would be more satisfactory to test that the activities are

adequate by mashing the malt with the adjunct to be used.

If necessary a "standard" sample of the appropriate adjunct

could be used instead of a "standard" starch or /3-glucan.

Fermentability.—The easiest way to measure the fcrmen-

tability ofa laboratory wort is to do a forced fermentation with

an appropriate yeast. It is often overlooked that different

yeast strains can utilize the minor component sugars in wort

to different extents, have different nutrient requirements, and

tend to settle out to different extents during fermentation.

Use of a readily available yeast, such as bakers' yeast, may

give some indication of the brewery attenuation to be ex

pected, but it is obviously more suitable to use the pitching

yeast from the brewery.

The fermentability of a wort is dependent on the mashing

conditions so that the mash thickness, liquor, and tempera

tures used to prepare it should resemble those in the brewery

which will use the malt. There is a fairly good correlation

between degrees of gravity fermented in forced fermentations

and small scale fermentations under more normal (unforced)

fermentation conditions, and it is likely that a similar correla

tion holds with brewery fermentations. In one scries of

experiments the extent of fermentation correlated just about

as well with the total concentration of the readily fermentable

sugars (hexose + sucrose + maltose) as it did with the

forced fermentation, and the correlation was not improved

by considering the maltotriose content.288 Thus, even detailed

analysis of fermentable sugars will not accurately predict

the extent and rate of fermentation, and a forced fermentation

is likely to remain the preferred analytical method. It readily

shows if the wort is likely to give trouble-free fermentations,

and by comparing attenuations with high and low pitching

rates it is possible to determine whether the wort contains

sufficient vitamins, minerals and amino acids to support

adequate growth and metabolism.

Nitrogenous Constituents.—The nitrogen content gives

little direct information about the suitability of the malt for

brewing but is a useful guide for malt purchasing since it is

increasingly difficult to make a good malt from a particular

variety the higher the nitrogen content rises above about

1-6%. On the other hand, when large quantities of adjunct

are used a high nitrogen malt is often desirable. The nitrogen

content is used to calculate an index of nitrogen modifi

cation but this is of limited value unless the malting con

ditions and homogeneity are known. As shown in several

papers at the EBC Barley and Malting Symposium (Zeist

1975) there arc many ways in which the index of nitrogen

modification can be altered independently of other properties

of the malt. The total soluble nitrogen figure is far less useful

than a determination of a-amino nitrogen, a measurement

which is highly desirable if no appropriate fermentation test

is done, and is also desirable when residual amino acids in

beer can encourage biological spoilage. Ideally these assays

should be done on extracts resembling brewery worts. It is

very difficult to predict haze stabilities, or difficulties with

beer filtration, from nitrogen analyses on the malt or wort

and the most promising analysis for this purpose seems to

be the iso-beer test of Chapon.

Methods to measure protcolytic activity arc unlikely to be

very useful for brewery use. Again, the best procedure is to

mash the grist materials and test if the wort is suitable.
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Colour.—There seems little point in continuing to measure

malt colour except in the case or highly coloured malts. It is

generally agreed that measurement of the colour of boiled

wort is far more useful in predicting beer colour than is the

measurement of the colour of unboiled wort but the test is

very difficult to standardize. Since the material extracted

from malt can interact with other components of the wort

during boiling, all the normal constituents of the grist should

be present during wort preparation if the assay is to predict

brewery performance. Also the length and type of boil,

the subsequent time for which the wort remains hot, and the

exposure to air whilst hot, should be related to what occurs

in the brewery.

Miscellaneous.—There is evidence that malt may have a

decisive influence on the flavour of beer, e.g. the use of

coloured malts, the use of malts contributing different

levels of dimethyl sulphide to the beer, or the effects of

rcductones and other compounds on flavour stability. Whilst

analyses will be of great value in discovering how these

flavour effects are related to barley variety, germinating and

kilning conditions, it is unlikely that it will be necessary to

measure them in routine malt analysis and it should soon

be possible to determine if the malt is within acceptable

limits from other analyses which measure the effect of ger

minating and kilning conditions.

There is no malt analysis which predicts the foam pro

perties of a beer, but the analyses for coarse-fine difference,

wort viscosity and total soluble nitrogen can be used to

show whether it should be possible to make beer with satis

factory foam from the malt. If the foam is then unsatisfactory

it is unlikely to be due to defects in the malt but rather to

defects in the brewing process causing the presence ofexcessive

amounts of foam-destroying substances in the beer.

Outlook

In the short term it is necessary to develop and test analy

tical methods to establish what specifications are really

essential in a malt for particular brewing processes, and to

select methods which detect unsatisfactory malts. In the long

term, however, it seems preferable to ensure that unsatis

factory malts are not made—or at least are not sold as

satisfactory malts!

Laboratory experiments suggest that if certain varieties of

barley are mixed before or after malting there are situations in

which the mixed malt could cause problems which would not

be detected by simple rapid analyses. For instance, since the

endosperm cell wall of Julia appears to be more difficult to

dissolve than that of some other barleys,"8 analyses which

determine the jS-glucan, viscosity, or even the total wall

content, could not detect how much was contributed from the

Julia malt in a mixture with malt from a different variety,

and this might have a decisive influence on brcwhousc

yield, because Julia endosperm cell walls cause more diffi

culty in recovering extract than would a similar amount of

cell walls from a variety such as Proctor. If the Julia malt

were sufficiently modified then all the analyses would indicate

that the malt was satisfactory, and this would be supported

by brewery experience. On the other hand, the analyses might

fail to predict problems if the contribution from under-

modified Julia was balanced in the assay by the contribution

from a better modified malt of a different variety.

Thus it seems desirable to ensure that only suitable barley

varieties arc malted together, and that care be taken with the

mixing of malts from different varieties in order to decrease

the necessity to perform complicated, expensive and time-

consuming analyses in the brewery.

Plant breeders, maltsters and brewers throughout the

world are now making great efforts to improve the quality

of malting barley. For instance, in Britain, the Barley Com

mittee of the IoB is collecting information from research

scientists, brewers, distillers, maltsters and plant breeders to

discover what exactly constitutes a good quality malting

barley variety, and then to persuade farmers to grow sufficient

quantities of such barley.

If this effort is rewarded the situation may be such that all

the barley purchased for any one makings is of varieties which

yield roughly similar hot water extracts, which all germinate

and modify at the same rate (preferably rapidly), have

endosperms with similar milling behaviour, endosperm cell

walls which are relatively easily solubilized and are similar

in any other respects which may be shown by future work

to be important. In such a situation the maltster should be

able to segregate his barleys on the basis of corn size and

nitrogen content and produce malts which are relatively

uniform. Because maltsters use different processing techniques

a brewer can himself introduce undesirable heterogeneity

by blending malts from different suppliers or by blending

malts of different specifications. However, with care he can

produce blends which are sufficiently uniform. In these

circumstances it should be possible to operate with very few

malt analyses in the brewery.

At the most these would be:

(1) Moisture.

(2) HWE under conditions related to brewery mashing

conditions, including the use of adjunct if appropriate.

A fine grind-coarse grind extract difference need only

be measured if the extract is less than expected.

(3) Viscosity of the extract.

(4) a-Amino nitrogen content of the extract or fermen-

tability with a low yeast pitching rate.

(5) Colour of the boiled extract.

(6) Any special analyses necessary because of the flavours

or flavour stability required in the beer.

Many of these analyses can be performed by the maltster

for the brewer and it should only be necessary to check

moisture and extract in the brewery.

At present, brewers able to purchase malts from good

quality malting barleys often do not find it necessary to do

many analyses. However, there is little chance that the malting

industry will in future be able to obtain sufficiently large

supplies of varieties which are grown solely for malting and

the aim must be to persuade farmers to grow barley varieties

which have an adequate HWE (which will probably not be as

high as can be obtained with some varieties) and which do

not have structural or chemical features in the grain which

make them difficult to malt. It seems likely that this aim can

be achieved, and that in the foreseeable future malt analysis

will cease to be a source of major concern. More and more

the emphasis will be on wort analysis rather than malt

analysis because increased standardization of the various

types of malt will make variations in brewing conditions even

more important in controlling the qualities of the final beer.
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